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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to make intelligent decisions at the various structural lev

els, a basis for determining the ·consequences of alternative courses of 

action must be established. In particular the decision making process may 

be viewed as a succession of simple steps designed to identify the state 

of the world and to find the appropriate response. Economic models, which 

utilize the body of logic known as economic theory, provide the decision 

maker with a means of classifying the important variables relevant to a 

particular real world situation and the qualitative estimation of th~ fu

ture course of certain variables under assumed conditions. Given economic 

theory and the resulting models as a foundation stone in this process of 

gaining knowledge for choice purposes, statistical data and the modern 

methods of statistical inference combine to yield quantitative parameter 

estimates from which the consequences of alternative actions may be enu

merated and the appropriate course of action selected. 

A. Objectives of This Study 

Within the general measurement objectives, the direction in which sim

plification proceeds depends primarily upon the particular goals to be pur

sued. In this study, the dual purposes are to (1) obtain estimates of the 

parameters associated with the supply and demand for feeder cattle and (2) 

determine optimum interregional flows for feeder cattle and regional price 

differentials that are consistent with the optimum shipment program. As 

a means of realizing the first objective, a _structural model of the feeder 

1 
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cattle sector will be established. The_ second goal will be reached through 

the development of a spatial price equilibrium model for feeder cattle. 

Thus, the feeder cattle economy will be viewed from two vantage points. 

1. The structural objective 

ao General considerations 

Ignoring spatial aspects for the moment, the feeder cattle economy 

can be viewed as an interlocking system of relationships. Simplification 

begins by partitioning the structure in order to identify these relation-

ships. Once the system is partitioned in this fashion, variables within 

each block must be defined and classified. Economic theory is the founda~ 

tion for the partitioning and classification phases, along with knowledge 

of peculiarities of the particula'r sector not incorporated in the general 

theory. 

Whereas partitioning and classification were formerly the end of eco-

nomic research, they now constitute a means for measuring. In order to 

attain measurement, however, several further steps are required. These 

include (1) considering only those variables that are measurable, (2) ob

taining data to reflect all -variables not omitted by the first step, (3) 

postulating an algebraic form for the relationships and the distributional 

properties of the variables and (4) employing estimation techniques that 

• do not violate the assumptions upon which the prior stages rest. 

In the last decade, many advances have been made in providing satis-

factory estimation techniques. These methods , which recognize the inter-

1 
dependency of economic structures, are largely due to Haavelmo, Anderson 

1Haavelmo, T,, "The Statistical Implications of a System of Simultan
•. eous Equations,"Econometrica, Vol. XI, 1943. 
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2 3 and Rubin, Koopmans, and other members of the Cowles Commission for 

Research in Economics. The latest contribution in this area is due to 

4 5 · Theil and Basmann·. , However, the methodology for measurement in economics 

is much less than satisfactory. Among the more pressing problems are: (1) 

a iack of suitabie data and (2) an absence of decision criteria for pos-

tulating the functional form of economic relationships. 

b. The particular problem 

In this study a simultaneous equation model will be constructed to 

represent the feeder cattle sector of the economy . Secondary data will 

be chosen to represent each variable included in the model and appropriate 

techniques will be used to estimate the parameters associated with the 

supply and demand relationships for feeder cattle. The Limited Information 

Single Equation6 and Maxim~m Likelihood7 methods will be used where appro

priate and the l east-squares and Theil-Basmann8 methods will be employed 

for comparative purposes. 

2 Anderson, T. w. and Rubin, H. , "Two Papers on the Estimation of the 
Parameters of a Single Equation in a Complete System of Stochastic Equa
tions," Cowles Commiss ion New Series , No. 36, Chicago, 1951. 

_;Koopmans, T., Rubin, _H. and Leipnik, R. B., "Measuring the Equations of 
Dynamic Economics~ Statistical Inference in Dynamic Economic Models, Cowles 
Commission Monograph No. 10, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1956, Chapter II . 

4 ' 
Theil, H., "Estimation and .Simultaneous Correlation in Complete Equa-

t ions Systems," Cent ral Plan Bureau , The Hague, June 1953, (mimeographed). 

5Basmann, R. L., "A Generalized Class ical Method of Linear Estimation of 
Coefficients in a Structural Equation," Econometrica, Vol.XXV, January 1957. 

6 
Koopmans, T. c. and Hood, w. c., "The Estimation of Simultaneous Linear 

Economic Relationships," Studies in Econometric Methods, C~wles Commission 
Monograph No. 14, John Wil~y and Sons, New York, 1953, Chapter VI. 

7Ibid. 

8For a computational approach for this method; see Judge, G. G. and 
Wallace, T. D., "Discussion of the Theil- Basmann Method of Estimating 
Equations in a Simultaneous System," Submitted for publicationp Oklahoma 
State University, Department of Agricultural Economics, Stil lwater, 1956'. 
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The resultant estimates should be useful to the firm by providing 

answers to such questions as: (1) What will be the effect of an increase 

in the availability of feeder cattle on the price of the factor (feeder 

cattle)? (2) What will be the effect of an increase in the price of slaug-

ter beef on the demands for feeder cattle? (3) What effect will a short-

age of feed grains have on the demand for feeder cattle? 

The results should also prove valuable to the policy planners, since 

the following types of questions can be handled. (1) How will the cattle 

feeding firms respond to a goverrunental pricing policy for slaughter cat 

tle? (2) What will be the ' effect on feeder cattle supplies and demands 

if the government limits the production of feed grains? 

Simultaneous equation models are especially useful to policy planners 

since the effect of proposed policy can be traced throughout as much of 

the economy as i s reflected by the model. The s ingle equation model is 

quite limited in this re s pect. 

Previous studies of the feed - livestock sector have been made by Fox,9 

10 11 
Nordin, J udge, and Wahby, and Hildreth and Jarrett. Fox was primarily 

interested in estimates of the elas ticities of demand for a large number 

of farm products, therefore, he employed relatively simple models in each 

instance. Nordin, Judge and Wahby developed models for the beef, pork, 

and poultry sector and then employed various econometric procedures to 

estimate the relevant parameters. Hildreth and Jarrett estimated struc -

9 Fox,K.A., "The Analysis of Demand for Farm Products," Technical Bul-
letin No. lo81, USDA, 1953. 

10Nordin, J .A., J udge, G. G1. and Wahby,o., "Application of Econometric 
Procedures to the Demand for Agricultural Products," I owa Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Research Bulletin No. 410, Iowa State College, Ames, 1954. 

11Hildreth, C. and Jarrett, F. F., ~ Statistical Study of Livestock 
Production and Marke ting, Cowles Commission Monograph No. 15, J ohn Wiley 
and Sons, New York, 1955. 
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tural relations for all livestock products . Thus, they worked with large 

aggregated models and made no analyses relating .to individual products. 

12 
Judge also made a study of the cattle feeding sector as it affected the 

Iowa cattle feeders. 

This study differs from the previous ones in that (1) a considerable 

amount of post-war data will be used, (2) aggregation was held to a mini-

mum, (3) several variables were considered that were ignored in the other 

studies, and (4) all the states that play a major role in cattle feeding 

were included. 

1. The spatial objectives 

a. General considerations 

Formerly, space was ignored as a variable in the equilibrium theories 

of economics, in that all demands and supplies of a product were assumed 

to be concentrated at a point. However, recent contributions by Samuelson;3 

14 
Koopmans, and others allow space to be treated explicity in the equilib-

rium framework. The problem of geographically separated markets, spatial 

pricing and optimum shipments is a generalization of the transporation 

problem of linear programming. 15 

Given the intensties of demands and supplies of a product at different 

localities and the cost of transporting the good among all points, the 

transportation problem can be stated as that of determining the set of 

12Judge, G. G.,"Determinants of the Extent and Type of Cattle Feeding 
in Iowa, " Unpublished Masters Thesis, Iowa State College, Ames, 1949. 

l3Samuelson, P.A., "Spatiai Price Equilibrium and Linear Program
ming," The American Economic Review, Volo XLII, June , 1952, pp. 283-303. 

14 · 
Koopmans, T. c. (ed.), Activity Analysis of Production .!.!!2 

Allocation, Cowles Commission Monograph No. 13, John Wiley and Sons, 
New York, 1951, chapter III. 

l5Dantzig, c. B., "Application of Simplex Method to a Transporation 
Problem, 11 Activity Analysis of Production and Allocation, John Wiley and 
Sons , New York, 1951, pp. 359- 374. 
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product flows that will minimize total transport cos t. As a corollary to 

the transportation problem, the spatial pricing prob lem is that of eval-

uating regional price differences that are consis tent with the optimum 

set of flows. 

b. The particular objective 

To make the Samuelson-Hitchock model operational for the feeder cat-

tle economy, a regional demarcation of the United States will be postulated, 

data to reflect regional supplies and demands will be gathered and trans-

portation cost for shipping feeder cattle among regions will be obtained . 

Then using the simplex technique, optimum interregional flows of feeder 

cattle will be established for various time periods. With the aid of the 

16 
linear prograrmning dual, regional price differences for feeder cattle 

will also be determined. 

Once the normative models ar~, established, it will be possible to 

assess the effect of changes in the basic factor upon the equilibrium 

scheme, such as : (1) a redistribution of available supplies, (2) a change 

. h b .th d jth . h . th t int e transport cost etween any i an region tat are in e op -

imum flow soluti:on, and (3) a shift in the level and area of demand. 

Due to the relative newness of spatial analysis, there have been 

very few empirical applications of this technique. 
17 Fox and Tauber devel -

18 
oped some aggregative models of the feed livestock economy, and Groom 

applied the transportation problem to the feeder livestock and corn sec-

16 , . 
Dorfman, R., Samuelson, P. A. and Solow, R. M., Linear Programming 

and Economic Analysis, McGraw Hill, Book Co., New York, 1958, chapter V. 

l7Fox, K. A. and Tauber,R. c.,, "Spatial Equilibrium Models of the 
Livestock Feed Economy," The American Economic Review, Vol. XLV, pp. 584-6o8. 

18 Grooms, c. G. "An Application of the Transportation Model in Deriv~ 
ing Least Cost Interregional Flows of Feeder Livestock and Corn, Unpublished 
Masters Thesis, Iowa State College, Ames, 1958. 
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tors of the economy . Also, Judge and Wallace19 developed spatial mode ls 

of the beef and pork sectors of the economy. 

This investigation differs from Grooms' study in that the regional 

demarcation is more specific, the supplies and demands are defined dif-

ferently, two time periods are considered, and the transport rates were 

generated from non-linear relationships. 

B. The Setting 

The construction of an economic model requires~ priori knowledge of 

the sector under study and a knowledge of the economic theory relevant to 

that sector of the economy. A description of the feeder cattle industry 

will be presented in this section. 

The geographical distribution of resources necessary for the produc-

tion and finishing of feeder cattle is such that the sector is divided in-

to two distinct areas. The abundant grass and range area makes the west-

ern states especially well suited for the production of cattle for feeding. 

Alternatively, surplus feeds, especially corn and hay, and the geographical 

distribution of the population are influential factors in locating the cat 0 

tle feeding industry in the corn' belt. Since it takes approximately four 

pounds of corn to produce one pound of meat, it was to the advantage of 

the cattle feeding firms to have the cattle shipped to the feed grain pro-

duction area, rather than shipping the feeds to the area of production and 

then shipping the finished product back to the east for consumption. 

Available data indicate that eight corn belt states (Ohio, Illinois, 

Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, and Minnesota) accounted 

l9Judge, G. G. and Wallace, T. D., "A Spatial Price Equilibrium 
Analysis of the Beef Marketing System, 11 Oklahoma Agricultural Experi
ment Station, Submitted for publication, Oklahoma State University, 
Stillwater, 1958. 
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for approximately 58 percent of the cattle on feed J anuary 1, 1956, in 

20 
the United States. It was also determined that five other states (North 

Dakota, South Dakota, Missouri, Kansas, and Colorado) accounted for 18 

percent of the number of cattle on feed January 1. Therefore these 13 

states accounted for 76 percent of the cattle on feed January 1, 1956. 

Eleven western states (Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, 

Nebraska, North Dakota, Sout? Dakota1 Wyoming, Montana, and New Mexico) 

21 
supplied 89 percent of the cattle shipped into the corn belt states. 

These eleven states also produced 46 percent of the total p'roduction of 

22 
beef calves in 1956 (stocks from which feeder cattle are obtained)o 

In recent years there has been an increasing trend toward a redis-

tribution of the population from the east and midwest to the western part 

of the United States. Because of this shift the west coast is now feeding 

a great number of cattle. For example, California imported 1,175,000 head 

of feeder cattle in 1956 and ranked as the second largest importer of 

feeder cattle in the United States.23 This increasing demand for feeder 

cattle in the west means that the corn belt cattle feeding firms must 

compete with the western states for the supply of feeder cattle. 

Only a small number of the cattle feeding firms in the corn belt area 

produce the cattle they feed. Thus, markets and marketing agencies are 

used in transfering the majority of the feeder cattle from the producer 

20 Livestock Market News Statistics and Related Data, AMS, Statistical 
Bulletin No. 209, USDA, Washington, D. c., 1956, P• 8. 

21North Central. Livestock Marketing Research Committee, "Marketing 
Feeder Cattle and Sheep," Nebraska Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 4101 

Lincoln, 1952, P• 13. 

22Livestock and Poultry Inventory, January 1, AMS, USDA, February, 
1957, Washingt~n, D. C. 

23california Department of Agricultural, "California Annual Li vestock 
Reporti " SuIIDDary for 19561 Sacramento, 1956. 
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to the demanders. The predominant market ing channels for both selling and 

purchasing feeder cattle are: (1) terminal public market, (2) auctions, (3) 

local dealers, and (4) direct shipments. The most important of these mar-

keting channels are the terminal market and direct shipments. The rela-

tive numbers of animals moving through each of these channels has shifted 

considerable over time. in 1951~ 6o percent of the imports of feeder cat-

24 tle into the corn belt states were shipped from terminal markets. How-

ever, in 1956 only 48 percent of the imports were shipped through the 

terminal market. 

Accurate data are not available on total numbers of cattle fed annu-

ally and for comparative purposes, the best available alternative is num-

her of cattle on feed January 1. As indicated by this series, marked 

variations in the number of cattle on feed January 1, (figure 1) have occ-

urred over time periods for which data are available. For example, there 

were 3,633,000 head of cattle on feed January 1, 1940, and ten years later 

there were 4,463,000 head on feed. Although this represents a large inc-. 
· 25 rease, there were 6,099,000 head on feed January 1, 1957. Over time 

there has been a conststent t rend upward in the number of cattle on feed, 

although there have been wide fluctuations in this number. For example, 

on January 1, 1952, there were 4,961, 000 head of cattle on feed and one 

year later there were 5,754,000 head of cattle on feed, an increase of 

26 793,000 head. Similar examples can be · obtained that show decreases 

in the number on feed. 

Along with annual variations in numbers on feed seasonal fluctua• 

24Livestock Market News Statistics and Related Data, ibid., p. 18. 

25I bid. 

26rbid. 
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tions also occur. These fluctuations differ in that the seasonal flue= 

tuations follow a definite pattern. Sales and purchases tend to concen

trate more in August, September, October, and November with a seasonal 

peak in October (figure 2). This seasonal pattern can best be explained 

in that fall is the most logical time for the producing firms to sell the 

feeder cattle because of the availability of grass. In the feeding area 

cattle feeders prefer to buy in the fall. At that time they have some 

knowledge of the availability of corn and hay and the favorability of the 

alternative of feeding hogs. Since hogs and feeder cattle utilize the 

same factor (corn) in the finishing process the price of hogs should have 

a definite effect on the number of cattle fed annually. 

The descriptive aspects of the feeder cattle sector as discussed in 

this section will be used as a basis for the construction of the sector 

and spatial models. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

In order to reflect a complete conceptual framework for the cattle 

feeding sector, a theory of the firm, household, and market must be spec-

ified. However, since this study is basically oriented toward the behav-

ior relationships of cattle feeding and producing firms, only the theory 

of the firm will be presented in detail. Presentations relating to the 

theory of the household and market are contained in the writings of 

27 28 29 Samuelson, Mosak, Klein, and many other contemporary economists. 

Certain relevant parts of these theories will be reviewed when the econ-

omic models are presented. 

A. Assumptions and Definitions .· 

In order to estimate the relevant variables associated with the supply 

and demand of feeder cattle, it is necessary to construct models that reQ 

fleet behavior patterns of decision making units in the feeder cattle 

sector. Information underlying the construction of economic models depends 

mainly upon two sources. These are: (1) ~ priori knowledge of the sector 

being investigated and (2) a knowledge of the economic theory relevant to 

that sector of the economy. Since in this study both the buyers and sel-

lers are firms, it is necessary to derive the theory of behavior of the 

27samuelson, P.A., Foundations of Economic Analysis, Harvard Univer
sity Press, 1948, chapters IV and V. 

28 · Mosak, J. L., General Equilibrium Theory in International Trade, Cow-
les Conunission Monograph No. 7, Principia Press, Bloomington, Ind., 1944. 

29 Klein, L. R., Economic Fluctuations in Sh! United States, Cowles 
Commission Monograph No. 14, J hn Wiley and Sons, New York, 1950, pp. 41-47. 

13 
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feeder cattle sector within the framework of the theory of the f irm. 

In order to develop the structural behavior rela t ionships of the 

feeder cattle sector, certain definitions and restrictive assumptions 

should be made explicit. The firm will be defined as a decision making 

unit in which factors are transformed into products. The assumptions un-

derlying the analysis are: 

(1) The firm wishes to maximize profit. 

(2) The economy is one of perfect competition, which implies perfect 

factor mobility, infinite disvisability of resources, and instantaneous 

adjustment to change,etc. 

Although the specified assumptions may not reflect the real world 

counterparts, certain degree of abstraction is a requirement in order to 

have an operational and manageable model. 

B. Theory of the Firm 

Given the definition and objectives of the firm and assuming that 

n factors are used to produce m products, the problem confronting the 

firm can be stated mathem&tically as maximizing, 

k 
i P .x. = R 

i=l l. l. 

subject to 

where n + m = k,3° (2 .1 ) 

(2 .2 ) 

where m of the xi's represent products and n of the xi' denote factors. 

The price of ith input or output is symbolized by P, . To maximize equa
l. 

tion (2.1) subject to (2.2) a constant of proportionality (Lagrange 

Multiplier) )\will be employed.31 

30Factor will be denoted by negative products. This notation was devel
oped by Hicks, J. R., Value and Capital, Clarendom Press, Oxford, 1948, p. 319 . 

3lAllen, R. G.D., Mathematical Economics, Macmillan and Co., London, 
chapter xvrrr,1956. 



The necessary conditions for profit maximization is that 

o(R -/\.f) = O. 
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Secondly, for sufficient assurance that a maximum exists, the matrix 

of second order partials derivatives of equation (2.3) must be negative 

definite. Algebraically this can be stated as: 

02 (R -)\f) ( 0 
2 • a xi 

(2.4) 

Solving equation (2.3) yields: 

P .... )..f. 
]. . ]. 

i ... 1, ..... ,k 

th 
where f. is the first order derivative off with respect to the i x. 

]. 

Thus eliminating A, the following relations are obtained: 

i .,J. j 
i,j = (1, •.. ,k) 

(2.6) 

or 

0 Cl O O ' 

These ratios indicate that the necessary conditions for maximum pro-

fits of a firm is that the marginal rate of substitution between any two 

factors, products, or a factor and a product is equal to their price ratio. 

C. Supply Function 

' The equilibrium condition for the firm is given by equations (2 .2) and 

(2.5) subject to equation (2.4). The variables x. are determined as func
l. 

tions of all the prices (Pi), the demand function for factors and the sup

ply function for products. The effect of any specified change in any price 

can be investigated by differentiating equations (2.2) .and (2.4) with 

respect. to that price. The solution of these equations is given by: 
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i,t,,,,(1,2, 0 o O .,k) 52 (2.8) 

"which is the effect of one price. change on the demand and supply of any x. 

Mosak33 has shown that from (2.8) the following can be obtained~ 

(2.9) 

The bar is used to indicate the firm supply of products or demand for 

factors. Thus, 

(2.10) 

Then in particular, 

i "" 1,2, • 0 .k (2.11) 

The direct effect of a price change on the demand or supply of the 

conunodity is given by (2.10). For a product x) 0 the condition is given 
r 

by (2.11) and a price increase raises the supply which implies that the 

firm's supply curve for any product is positively sloped in regards to 

its price. For a factor x. ( O the condition is 
l. 

x" < o. :u. ( 2 0 12) 

Thus, a price increase reduces the demand. Alternatively it can be 

interpreted that the firm's demand curve for any factor is negatively 

sloped ~ith respect to its price. 

Finally) the effect of a change in the ith price on the pth conunod-

ity is given by (2.7). The sign of xit (2.10) provides a definition of 

substitution and complementarity in firm production. If ;i) O, the x1 

32 Fis the determinant of the matrix of the first and second order 
partial deri.vatives2 of equation(2 .2). Fit is the cofactor of the fit ,with-

in F, \olhere Lt,.. Of for i,t"" 1,2, ..• ,k. 
l. ()Xfcft 

33 Mosak, J. L., ibid., chapter VII. 
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and xt commodities are substitutes. If xi and xt are products an increase 

in the price of one leads to a decrease in the output of the other. If 

they are factors, an increase in the price of one will result in an in-

crease in the firm demand for the other. If iit ( O, the xi and xt are 

complements. Hicks34 has discussed the effects of changing price relation-

ships when two connnodities are complements. 

From the previous analysis it follows that the firm's demand of any 

factor or supply of any product are functions of the prices of all the 

commodities that the firm uses and sells. Since the equilibrium condi-

tfon (2.j) is homogeneous of degree zero, a change in all prices will not 

affect the firm's demand for factors or supply of products. The supply 

function of the firm may be 'Written in the form: 

( 2 .13) 

Where z. ""pi, which is the ratio of the price of the x. to the 
i ~ i p 

numeraire xk )5 in order to obtain a market supply function the individ-

ual firm supply must be sunnned over all firms in the economy. The result-

ing function does not differ from equation (2.13) except that the quant-

ities involved refer to the factors and products of all firms. 

The theory of the firm that has been reviewed suggests the import-

ance of including in the firm behavior relationships the price of the 

product or factor, the prices of other factors and the prices of alter-

native competing enterprises. This broad general framework then provides 

a basis for classifying the variables that logically should enter the 

34 Hicks, ibid., p. 93. 

35 The numeraire serves as a standard in terms of which the price of 
all other commodities are expressed. 
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firm relations for the economic model to be cons tructed . 

' 
D. Spatial Equilibrium Market Analysis 

In order that a model refle2ting the optimum geographical product 

flows between regions might be obtained, the following restrictive and 

expository assumptions are made. Perfect conpetiti~n assumptions diet-

ate the requirements for regional pattern of prices and flows of the 

commodity. Therefore, each firm is assumed to have the objective of 

maximizing profits and thus will make shipment decisions which yield the 

greatest per unit net return, The supply source and market for each geo-

graphical area is assumed to be represented by a fixed point. All regions 

are connected by transport costs that are independent of the direction and 

volume of trade and flows of the product are unhampered by outside inter-

ference. It is also necessary to make the assumption that no negative 

shipments can occur. 

As a basis for the theoretical analysis, the "transportation problem," 
: 6 

originated by F. L. Hitchock was formulated.3 

Samuelson has stated the minimum transporation cost problem as : 

11 • given at each of two or more localities a domestic 
demand and supply _for a given product in terms of its mar
ket price at that locality. We are also given a constant 
transport cost for carrying one unit of the product between 
any two of the sp~cifi~~ localities. What then will be 
the final competitive equilibrium of prices in all the mar
kets, of amounts supplie37and demanded at each place, and 
of exports and imports?" 

Given the transport costs , the surplus and deficit regions, and the 

quantities of the commodity involved in each case, the problem of deter-

mining minimum cost flows may be treated as a linear programming problem. 

36 "The Distribution of a Product from Several Sources to Numerous 
Localities," Journal of Mathematics and Physics, Vol. XX, 1941, pp. 224-230, 

37 Samuelson, American Economic Review, ibid., p. 283. 
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Given the a. (excess demands) and b. (excess supplies), i"' l, ••• ,n; 
l. J 

j,,. l, ••• ,m; n + m,,. N, the problem is one of satisfying all demands while 

exhausting the total supplies in such a way as to minimize the transport 

costs. The problem may be stated algebraically as finding a set of Xij 

such that: 

m 

r 
j = 1 

n 
i X .. C., = minimum, 

i "' 1 l.J l.J 

subject to: 

and 

m 

r 
j "" 

n 
r 

i ""' 

n 
r 

1 

1 

i "" 1 

xij 

X •. 
l.J 

a 
i 

,,. a.; 
]. 

,::: b.; 
J 

m 

""' i 
j "" 1 

i .,. 1, ••• ,n, 

j ,,. 1, • • ; ,m, 

b 
j t ·' 

X .. l O for all i,J·. 
l.J -

( 2 .14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

( 2 .18) 

where X .. represents the amount of product shipped from the ith surplus 
l.J 

th 
region to the j . deficit region; ai represents the amount of product 

available for export from the ith surplus region; b. is the amount demanded 
J 

b h .th d f' . y t e J e 1.c1.t 
th 

the i exporting 

' region and Cij is the per unit co~t of shipping from 

th 
region to the j importing region. There are many solu-

tions to (2.15) and (2.16) subject to (2.17) and (2.18), and given any fea-

sible solution of n + m - 1 or N - 1 shipments, an iterative procedure 

known as the simplex method provides a means of converging to the optimum 

· 38 program ( the one that sat~sfies [2 .14] ) • 

3B See Datzig, ibid., for an example of the use of the simplex 
technique in obtaining a solution for the transportation problem. 
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Therefore, given the a 'sand b.'s (regional excess supplies and 
i J 

demands), the linear programming transportation model may be used to deter-

mine the optimum geographical flow of products. It can be shown that the 

resulting minimum cost set of flows is the one that would be determined 

under the conditions of perfect competition. This conclusion follows since 

the equilibrium prices are tied together by a specific set of transport 

costs. The solution obtained will° be unique except for the case when two 

or more sources find two markets equally profit able. In this case more 

than one optimum shipment plan extst. 

Up to this point, the programming problem, as such, has been s olved 

without recourse to price differentials, the prime economic allocators of 

the regional distribution of the product. However, as with any linear pro -

gramming problem, the solu.tion i~plicitly places values on the various in-

puts and outputs involved. Therefore, with the aid of the duality theorem 

of linear programming, a unique set of price differentials may be derived 

which corresponds to the equilibrium set of flo~s. Thus, given a minimum 

cost transportation solution, the dual problem is concerned ~ith deriving 

the vector of regional price differentials consistent with this solution. 

To construct the dual: of th1e transportation problem, let V. be asso
J 

iated ~ith the destinations and U. be associated ~ith the origins or sup-
i 

ply points.39 The problem may then be set forth in the follo~ing equa-

t . th f . i . 40 ions as at o maxim zing: 

39 This section ~as 6riginally developed by Judge and Wallace, "A 
Spatial Price Equilibrium Analysis of the Beef Marketing System," ibid. 

40 This development of the dual follo~s that given by Dorfman, 
Samuelson, and Solo~, ibid. 
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m n 
S = ~ b,V, - i a.Ui 

j = 1 J J i = 1 1 
( 2 .19) 

subject to the restriction: 

V. - U. = C .. , i = 1,2, .••• ,n; j"" 1,2, ••• ,m; 
J l. l.J 

(2.20) 

ui'vj ) o, 

Since equation (2.14) is equal to s, the total cost of transportation 

derived in the minimum formulati'on, the maximum problem may be thought 

of as finding the values of the U. and V that will maximize the total 
l. j 

gain in value of amount shipped subject to non-positive profits on each 

shipment. Within this framework, it is than possible to interpret the U. 
l. 

as the value of the product' at supply origin i and V. as the value of the 
J 

product delivered at destination j. Then equation (2.21) may be written: 

vj - ui i cij' (2.22) 

stating that for any supply-destination pair, the value at the destina-

tion must be no greater than the value of the input at the supply point 

plus the transportation cost. For routes in the basis, destination value 

equals supply point value plus transportation costs. For those routes not 

in the basis, destination value is equal to or less than the supply point 

value plus transport costs. For any given problem, once the supply-des-

tination pairs are known, then for that set of pairs, equation (2.22) may 

be -written as: 

V. - U. = C ..• 
J l. l.J 

This defines a set of linear equations involving n + m unknown values of 

the U. and v .• Since there are only n + m - 1 observed unit transport, 
l. J 

cost in a basic solution, a unique solution to the set of equations re-

quires assigning an arbitrary value to either one Ui or V j. By choosing 

the value at the itb supply point as equal to zero, a set of price dif-
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f ' 1 i d b' h' h · b 41 erentLa s s generate su Ject tot Ls c oLce or aseo 

In addition to providing objective estimates of the regional price 

differentials, the Ui and V. also contain two types of useful economic 
. . J 

information: (1) the values of Ui measure the comparative advantages of 

the surplus regions and (2) the values of the V. give the delivered price 
J 

differentials that correspond to the most economical allocation of the 

supply from the viewpoint of minimum aggregate transportation costs. 

\· 

41 It should be mentioned that only the regional price differences 
are determined by this formµlation. The regional equilibrium prices are 
plus or minus the price differential relative to the price in the base 
region. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ECONOMIC AND STATISTICAL MODELS 

In this section a set of structural equations (sector model) and a 

spatial model describing the feeder cattle marketing segment of the econ

omy will be discussed .. To aid in the presentation of the sections to fol

low and to facilitate reading, various terms and concepts will be briefly 

defined. 

A. Definitions and Concepts 

1. Economic models 

Construction of an economic mo~el is an attempt to describe in a sim

plified way the underlying relations that reflect the observable economic 

phenomena in some segment of the economy. In this study an economic model 

will be defined as that specification which results from the consideration 

of economic theory and~ priori knowledge relevant to the sector under study. 

2. Types of equations 

An economic model may contain four types of structural equations: (1) 

behavior equations, (2) identities, (3) technical equations, and (4) in

stitutional relationships. The behavior equations represent the response 

of individuals or groups to an economic stimuli. The technical equations 

are used to express physicil relationships or non-behavior relations. In= 

stitutional equations are hypothesized to represent institutional factors 

set down by laws or rules. The identity equations represent relationships 

that are true by definition. 

3 .. Types of variables 
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For each of the four types of equations described above there exist 

four possible types of variables. They are: (1) endogenous; variables 

that are generated by the system in which they appear, (2) exogenous; var-

iables that are assumed to be generated outside the system but affect the 

system, (3) predetermined or lagged; variables generated independently of 

the current structural relations, and (4) shock or disturbance; not direct-

ly observable random variables. 

4. Statistical model 

~ priori knowledge and economic theory are employed in the formula -

tion of the structural equations and classification of variables. However, 

in order to estimate the pa.rameters of the structural equations other 

assumptions such as the algebraic form of the relations and the distribu-

tional properties of the variables must be specified. Making these and other 

assumptions the transition is made from the theoretical model to one in 

which the variables are quantifiable and may be represented by real world 

counterparts. The resulting specification must, of course, be consistent 

with the~ priori assumptions of the study. 

Within this general framework the set of structural equations may be 

represented by the following statistical model. 

BY'+ AZ' = U' 
t t t 

where Bis a G x G coefficient matrix of the Y's; 

(3.1) 

Y' is the transpose of 
t 

al x G vector of endogenous variables; A is a G x H coefficient matrix 

of the Z's ; Z~ is the transpose of al x H vector of exogenous and/or 

predetermined variables; 

shock variables . • 

and U' is the transpose of al x G vector of 
t 

A single equation appearing in the general model may be expressed as: 

(~1 0) Y~ + (a,o) z~ = uit (3.2) 



where (13, 0) is a 1 x G vector, the f3 partition being 1 x g and O is the 

nullity partition of order 1 x G - g; and (a/J) is a 1 x H vector, the a 

partition being 1 x hand O is the nullity partition of order l x H - ho 

5. Identification 

Given the statistical model, the identification problem is one of 

ascertaining (1) if each equation represents a definite economic relation-

ship, and (2) if the estimation of its structural parameters is possible. 

42 Koopmans has derived the condition for identification of equations of 

a model. 

Using the derivation of Koopmans the necessary condition for a sirigle 

equation to be just identified is 

H - h = g - 1. 

That is the number of exogenous variables appearing in the system but not 

in the equation to be estimated must be equal to one less than the number 

of endogenous variables appearing in the structural equation to be estimated. 

If the equation is un:de-~ide~tified there exist an infinity of pos-

sible solutions for the parameters to be estimatedo The underidentifi.ed 

case exists when 

H - h ( g - 1. 

When 

H - h ) g - l 

then the equation is said to be overidentified. Thus, the number of exo-

' genous variables outside the structural equation to be estimated but within 

the system is greater than the n:umber of endogenous variables in the struc-

tural equation less one. 

B. General Sector Model 

42 Koopmans and Hood, ibid., chapter IIo 
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In the presentation to follow a brief discussion of the logic under

lying each equation and a des;~ipti6n of each specified variable will be 

presented. 

1. Demand for feeder cattle 

From the theory of the firm, the demand f or a factor is postulated 

as being a function of the factor price, price of the finished product, 

price of alternative competing enterprises, and price of availability 

of other factors of production that are used in the production of the fin-

al product. Because of the lack of available data concerning the numbers 

of cattle fed during the year, the number of cattle demanded was represent-

ed by the number of cattle on feed January 1. The price of slaughter cat -

tle was included as an indica~or of the demand for the finished product. 

Since hog feeding is the most important alternative enterprise competing 

' with cattle feeding, the price of slaughter hogs was included to reflett 

this variable. Corn and hay are important factors in the cattle feeding 

process and thus, the availabilities of each should condition the behavior 

of the cattle feeding firm. Time was included to reflect possible tech-

nological developments and trends in cattle feeding over the sample period. 

' Using this conceptual framework the firm demand for feeder cattle is pos-

tulated as: 

(:~.6) 

where Ylt is the number of c~'ttle on feed January 1, in 13 corn belt 

states; 43 Y2 t is the price of feeder cattle at Kansas City; Y3t denotes 

the price of slaughter steers at Chicago ; z1t is a time variable; z2 t 

is the production of corn pl~s stock on farm in 13 corn belt states ; and 

43 See page 8 for an explanation and a list of these thirteen states. 
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z3t is the production of hay in these 13 corn belt states. 

The Yit's represent endogenous variables , the Zit's denote exogenous 

or predetermined variables and U. represents a not directly observable 
it 

random variable resulting from incomplete specification. 

2. Supply of feeder cattle 

From the consideration of firm theory, the supply of the product 

(feeder cattle) ~ill be post~lated ·as depending on the price of the pro-

duct, price of competing enterprises, the price of factors used in the 

production process and the firms' ~illingness to hold the product during 

time t. Since feeder cattle may go either to the feed lot or to slaughter, 

the price of slaughter steers ~as included to reflect this alternative com-

peting demand. Time is postulated to reflect any technological changes 

that have taken place over the sample period. As an indicator of the num-

ber of cattle available for supply, the number of calves less than one 

year old and the number of steers greater than one year old on farms Jan

uary 1, in 11 ~estern states ~ere included.44 As an indicator of the firms' 

willingness to hold the cattle during the year, t, the lagged price of 

feeders and the range conditions ~ere included in the equation. Thus, the 

supply of feeder cattle can be stated algebraically as: 

~21Y1t + ~22Y2t + ~23Y3t + a2121t + a24z4t + a25z5t + a26z6t = u2t (3.7) 

where z4t is the total of the number of calves less than one year old and 

the number of steers greater than one year old on farms in 11 western range 

states; z 5t 

is Y2(t-l)" 

. 
is the condition of the range of the ~estern states; and z6t 

~ 

All other variables have been previously defined. 

3. Demand at the farm for beef 

~ J ·' • The farm demand for beef is postulated as being a function of the farm 

44 See page 8 for an explanation and a list of these eleven states. 
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price of the conunodity1 retail price of the conunodity, price of substitutes, 

and farm supply of the product, all acting interdependently to determine 

the farm demand for beef. The price of beef steers was postulated as the 

variable to indicate the farm price of beef. The price of slaughter hogs 

was included to indicate demand for an alternative enterprise. Time was 

included and can be interpreted similar to the previous uses in the previous 

equation. This relationship can be stated as : 

(3.8) 

where Y5t is the farm supply of beef ; Y6t is the retail price of beef, 

and the other variables are as defined previously. 

4. Supply of beef at the farm (physical relationship) 

The supply of beef at the farm is assumed to be a function of the be

ginning inventory of cattle, availability of feed grains and time. The 

inventory variable which refiects th~ resource stock of cattle is viewed 

as the number of beef cattle ·o~ farms January 1. The total United States 

production of corn is included to reflect the availability of one of the 

major factors of production. Time is again assumed to reflect any changes 

in technology that have occurred during the sample period. Thus, the pos

tulated relationship can be stated ~s: 

where z7t is the production plu~ stocks of corn (t-1 ); and z8t represents 

the number of beef cattle on farms January 1. All other variables have 

been previously defined. 

5. Demand for beef at retail 

From the theory of consumer choice, the retail demand for beef is pos

tulated to be a function of the price of beef at retail , price of substi

tutes conunodities 1 consumer incomes, and number of comsumers. For purpose 
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of simplification only, the retail price of pork was used t o indicate the 

demand for substitute commodities. The income variable was denoted by the 

total disposable income. The number of consumers is represented by esti -

mates of the United States population. Time is included to reflect the 

possible shifts in consumer preference throughout the sample period. Thus, 

the retail demand for beef is postulated as: 

(3.10) 

where Y7t is the retail supply of beef; YSt is the retail price of pork; 

z9t represents the total disposable income for the United St ates; and z 10t 

is the total United States population. 

6. Supply of beef at retail 

The supply of beef at the retail has a direct relationship with the 

supply at the farm. Given the farm production, then what are the factors 

that enter into the farmer's decision as whether to sell or hold his stock 

of beef during a given time period, t? Since price enters into the de

cision to either sell or hold, the ·retail price of beef was used as an in-

dicator of the availabilities of beef to the retail demanders. Feeder 

cattle prices and production of corn were included to indicate the favor -

ability of intensive cattle feeding, 0 thus influencing the current production . 

Time was included to represent any trends that may have occurred over the 

sample period. Thus, the following equation represents the supply of beef 

at the retail market . 

~62Y2t + ~65Y6t + ~66Y6t + a61z1t + a67z7t = u6t 

All variables have been previously defined . 

7. Demand for pork at the farm 

(3 . 11) 

The logic presented for the farm demand of beef is also relevant for 

the farm demand for pork . Therefore, it is assumed that the farm price of 

pork is interdependently related to the retail price of pork, farm production 
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of pork, time and the price of substitute connnodities (slaughter cattle) 

and is postulated asx 

(3.12) 

where Y9 t is the farm production of pork. All other variables have been 

previously defined. 

8. Supply of pork at the farm 

The farm production of pork was postulated to be a function of the 

production and stocks of corn, time, and the potential available resource 
.. 

pool of hogs. The number of gilts ·and sows was used to indicate the po-

tential availability for feeding. The logic used to arrive at this pos-

tulated relationship was. similar to that used in equation (3.7). The 

.supply equation for the farm supply of pork is postulated as: 

f3a9Y9t + a81z1t + a87z7t + a8,11z11,t = u8t (3.i3) 

where z 11 tis the number of gilts and sows on farm January 1. All other 

' 
variables have been previously defined. 

9. Demand for pork at retail 

The same analysis used in specifying the demand relations for the re-

tail demand for beef was used to specify the retail demand for pork. The 

equation representing the demand for pork at the retail level is as follows: 

f396Y6t + f398Y8t + f39, lOY 10:i t + a91z1t + a99z9t + a9, 10z10, t "" u9t ( 3. l 4 ) 

where Y lOtis the supply of pork at the retail level (consumption), All 

other variables have been previously defined, 

10. Supply of pork at retail 

The retail supply of pork is postulated as being determined by the 

price of the commodity, availability of substitutes, and time. The equa-

tion representing the supply of pork at retail is: 

( 3, 15) 



All variables have been previously defined. 

The model presented comprises a complete system of equations. The 

system involves 10 equations, 10 random residuals denoted by u1t and 10 

endogenous or simultaneously observed variables denoted by Yit" 

C. Alternative Sector Models 

As an alternative specification, supply and demand relationships will 

also be estimated for eight of the thirteen Etates considered in the gen

eral model. 45 Since these states accounted for 58 percent of the number 

of cattle of feed January 1, 1956, they therefore, play an important role 

in the demand for feeder cattle. In order to consider only eight states, 

Ylt becomes the number of cattle on feed January 1, in eight corn belt 

states. It will also be necessary to change z2 t (corn) and z3t (hay) to 

an eight-state basis. 

A limited sample of data was available for eight states concerning the 

number of feeder cattle imported annually. Since a large percentage of the 

feeder cattle are imported during the last six months of the year, the im-

ports from July to December were also used as an alternative specification 

of the demand of feeder cattle (Y 1t). 

If the cattle feeding year is defined as being from July to July, then 

estimates of demand can be obtained with the imports for this period as 

Ylt' To estimate the demand for feeder cattle using July to July imports, 

all price variables were put on a July-to-July basis. 

In order to consider other admissible specifications, alternative 

' time periods were used for some of .the variables described in the general 

model section. 

D. Data Relevant to Sector Models 

45 
See page 8 for a list of these eight states. 



1. Discussion of data 

Time series data were used to reflect the basic variables contained 

in the models . Although secondary data are not the ideal form of data, 

in the absence of a controlled experiment, they were the only alternative. 

To obtain data by a controlled experiment, it would be necessary to con-

duct a large scale experiment imposing alternative prices and levels of 

incomes on consumers and producers, while observing their reactions. 

Since a controlled experiment involving the feeder cattle sector is not 

feasible, it must be assumed that an experiment of a similar type has 

been carried out automatically by the market mechanism of the sector un-

46 der study, Thus, accepting ,this assumption, the data were obtained 

from various publications of the United States Department of Agriculture 

and other governmental agencies. 

2. Time periods of data and algebraic form of the equations 

To make use of all the data available two sample periods were chosen. 

The sample period chosen to reflect data for the relations involving num-

ber of cattle on feed was from 1930 to 1957. The other sample period 

chosen for the relations involving imports of feeder cattle was from 1940 

to 1956 . For both sample periods, all available observations were used. 

This resulted in 28 observations for models involving the number of cattle 

on feed January 1, and 17 observations for the models in which imports 

were postulated to reflect demands. A description of the data used for 

the relevant variables is presented in Appendix A. 

All the data were converted to a 1947-49 = 100 index with the excep-

tion of Z , the time variable. In order to account for price level 
lt 

changes, all prices and the total disposable income variables were deflated 

46 Judge, G.G., "Econometric Analysis of the Demand and Supply Rela-
tionships for Eggs," Storrs Agr . Expt. Stat ., Storrs, Connecticut, 1954, p.20. 
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by the index of prices received by farmers . Th i s def lator ~as used be -

cause t he prices which this study are concerned are primarily farm pr i ces . 

The algebraic form of the structural equations described in Chapter 

III must be specified in order that estimates of the parameters may be ob -

tained . The t~o most likely functional forms existing are: (1) expressing 

the equation in natural units and (2) transforming t he data to logarithms . 

There is li t tle~ priori reason for choosing one functional form over t he 

other . Ho~ever, t he logarithmic form does have t 1e advantage of flex

ability and the resulting estimates can be interpreted as elasticities. 47 

Thus, the indices of all the data , except the time variable, were trans-

formed to a logarithmic form. 

E. Spatial Model 

To develop a spatial equilibrium model for tne feeder cattle sector 

it is necessary to define the conceptual frame~ork as it applies to the 

real world . How to divide an economic territory into geograpt. ical con-

tiguous units is one of the unsolved problems of spatial analysis. Lack-

ing an objective set of criteria in arriving at t he final demarcation , 

the investigator seeks a regional model that will be botl manageable and 

reasonable realistic or meaningful . ~ priori knowledge and use of t he 

general criteria stated above were used in partitioning t he feeder cattle 

sector into 25 geographically contiguous regions. States represent the 

smallest units for whic h data could be obtained (figure 3). Since data 

were not available for t he Southern and Eastern States , t hey ~ere not con-

sidered a part of the feeder cattle marketing sector of the United States . 

Each regi onal market or source of supply is represented by a point t ha t 

47 Wallace, T. D., "An Econometric Study of the Beef Industry," 
Unpublished Masters Thesis , Oklahoma State University , 1957, p. 67. 
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Supply and Demond 
Region State Point 

I Arizona Flagstaff 
2 Colorado Denver 
3 California Fresno 
4 Indiana Indianapolis 
5 Illinois Springfield 
6 Idaho Boise 
7 Iowa Des Moines 
8 Kansas Wichita 
9 Minnesota St. Paul 

10 Montano Billings 
II Missouri Kansas City 
12 Michigan Lansing 
13 Nevada Austin 
14 Nebraska Grand Island 
15 North Dakota Bismark 
16 New Mexico Albuquerque 
17 Oklahoma Oklahoma City 
18 Oregon Por ti and 
19 Ohio Columbus 
20 South Dakota Aberdeen 
21 Texas Ft. Worth 
22 Utah Sa It Lake City 
23 Washington Seattle 
24 Wisconsin Portage 
25 Wyoming Cosper 

Figure 3 . The Regional Demarcation, Demand and Supply Points, 
Spatial Feeder Cattle Model 
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is identified with a certain city within each region. 

Regional supplies and demands are taken as predetermined for a given 

time period. Also it is assumed that exports of feeder cattle outside the 

United States are negligible. In order to arrive at an optimum flow pat-

tern, the excess supplies and excess demands must be defined. A region is 

designated as a supplier if the number of cattle available for supply ex-

ceeds the number of cattle fed for time period, t. Likewise, a region 

will be denoted a demander of feeder cattle if the available cattle for 

feeding are fewer than the number the region demands for some given time,t. 

Since the transport rate for shipping feeder cattle between all pos-

sible combinations of regions are basic to the spatial solution, it is 

necessary to obtain estimates of the cost of shipping bet\,leen the points 

representing each pair of regions. · A large percentage of the feeder cat-

tl 1 • d b · 1 48 d h . . d . 'h e are snippe y ra1., an t e equation use co generate t e rates 

between the market and supply points 
1/2 

B2M.. + E 1.J 

was postulated as: 

where C .. is the cost of shipping feeder cattle in dollars per one hun
l.J 

dred pounds from region i to region j; M .. is the rail mileage between 
1.J 

region i and region j; B1 and B2 are parameters to be estimated; and 

E is an unobservable random error. 

This functional form was postulated in the belief that rail rates 

are an increasing function of mileage but should increase at a decreas- · 

in rate. For obvious reasons, the function was postulated as having a 

zero intercept, 

F. Data Relevant to Spatial Model 

48 See North Central Livestock Marketing Research Committee, ibid., 
pp. 42-47, for an explanation of the relative importance of rail shipments. 



1. Discussion of data 

Given the regional demarcation, the transportation problem becomes 

one of determining t he excess supplies and demands of each region. Since 

the most complete records of cattle mumbers and cattle on feed are pub

lished by the Agricultural Marketing Service, data published by this agen

cy were used to determine each region's supply and demand. Therefore, all 

estimates of excess demands and supplies were obtained directly from sec

ondary data without recourse to regional demand and supply relationships. 

For a complete description of the data pertaining to the spatial model, 

see Appendix A. 

The two time periods investigated were 1951 and 1956 . These two time 

periods were chosen because they represent a contrast of the low and high 

years for imports of feeder cattle by the cattle feeding states. 

2. Discussion of transport costs 

The transport rates between all possible pairs of regions are also 

basic to the solution of a spatial model. The basing points were chosen 

because of their relative positions within the region or because of their 

importance in the feeder cattle marketing sector of the economy. This 

selection would have made individual transport rates between all possible 

pairs of regions very difficult to obtain. Therefore, the decision was 

made to generate the transport costs by estimation. Also, generating a 

transport rate function allowed a rate to be estimated between any pos

sible pairs of basing points. 

The functional relationship postulated in equation (3.16), the sample 

data,rail mileages, aid the least squares procedure using moments about 

zero were employed to estimate the unknown parameters. The results are: 



1/2 
CiJ' = .000571M, . + ,020752M .. J.J . J.J 

R2 = .982 

for feeder cattle being shipped East; 

and 
1/2 

CJ.. J. = ,000428M . + .02527~·. :· iJ ;••J.J 

2 6 R = .99 

for feeder cattle being shipped West. 49 
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(3.17) 

( 3.18) 

The estimated transport rates between all regions are presented in 

Table I. 

49 Rail rates for shipping feeder cattle were obtained from the Gen
eral Offices of the Santa Fe Railroad Company in Oklahoma City; the corres
ponding rail mileages were taken from ''Rand McNally Commercial Atlas and 
Marketing Guide," 86th edition, Rand McNally and Company, Chicago, 1955. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF SECTOR MODELS 

The parameter estimates of the equations relating to the sector model 

will be presented in this section. Equations not directly related to t he 

ones postulated in the general model are noted in Appendix C. Economic 

and statistical tests for each relation will be given and economic implica -

tions of the parameter estimates will also be discussed. 

A. Equations Relating to the Firm Demand for Feeder Cattle for Thirteen 
States 

1. Limited information estimate 

Since the feeder cattle demand relationship in the general model was 

overidentified, the limited information method of parameter estimation was 

employed. Estimation of this relationship resulted in the following par-

ameter estimates: 

Y1 = .0470Y2 - .4695Y3 + .0655y4 + .0365z1 + ,4123z2 + .2316z3+ .1193 (4.1) 
(.192) ( .281) (.177) (.008) (.071) (.032) 

2 
s = ,0264 

Since data are in logarithms the coefficients may be directly inter-

preted as the elasticities (except for the coefficient of the time var-

The standard errors of the estimated parameters appear directly 

below the coefficients in each instance. The estimated residual variance 

2 
(s ) appears directly below the equation. The dot over the Y1 variable 

indicates an estimated relationship. This format will be f ollowed for 

all estimated relations in this study unless otherwise stated. 
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These results indicate a positive relationship between t he price of 

the factor(feeder cattle) and the quantity demanded These estimates also 

indicate that there is a negative relationship between the demand for the 

factor and the price of the final product (slaughter cattle). They also 

indicate a positive relation between the price of the alternative compet-

ing factor (hogs) and the demand for feeder cattle. Thus, all three esti-

mates of the coefficients of Y2 , Y3 and Y4 are inconsistent with theore

tical expectations with regard to sign. However, it should be noted that 

none of the coefficients of these variables are statistically significent 

at the 95 percent probability level. The estimates of the coefficient s , 

relating to the production of corn and hay are consistent with theory. 

The coefficient of the z1 variable indicates that there has been an upward 

trend in the demand for feeder cattle over the sample period. 

The following are examples of the ceteris paribus conditional economic 

statements that may be made from the above estimates. A one percent in-

crease in the production of corn would increase the demand for feeder cat-

tle ~pproximately 0.41 percent. Similarly, a one percent increase in the 

production of hay would result in approximately a 0.23 percent increase 

in the demand for feeder cattle. 

To check the specification of the model,the likelihood ratio test 

for testing the overidentified restrictions is given by the following 

statistics : 50 

2 
T loge (l+v) A.1'):( H-h-g+l)df ( 4.2 ) 

where T refers to the sample size; vis the inverse of the largest char-

acteristic root of the matrix associated with the final solution; and 

(H-h-g+l) is the number of overidentifying restrictions (H,h and g were 

50 Anderson and Rubin, ibid . 
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defined in Chapter III), In this instance 

2 
1.2215 < X • 01 C 6) d £. c 4 • 3 ) 

Therefore the hypothesis that the coefficients of the exogenous variables 

assumed zero in the equation actually are zero, cannot be rejected at the 

.01 significance level for this equation. 

2. Just identified estimates 

By eliminating all exogenous variables from the system not appearing 

in the equation except z4, z9 and z10, the necessary condition ~as met fo r 

the equation to be just-identified . Therefore, the results appearing in 

equation (4 . 4) ~ere obtained from the reduced forms ,5 1 

(4 ,4) 

The signs of the parameters obtained from the reduced form estimates 

are consistent ~ith the limited information estimates except for the sign 

of the coefficient of variable Y2 (price of feeder cattle) . The magni t ude 

of the parameter estimates are similar to those obtained in equation (4 . 1) 

and similar ceteris paribus statements can be made . Other just identified 

estimates are presented in Appendix c, section I, A. 

3. Single equation estimates 

With Y1 chosen as the dependent variable, the least squares results 

of e quat ion (4.1) gave the follo~ing parameter estimates . 

-. 0895y - .0292Y - .0526Y4 
( . 132 / (. , 173 ) 3 ( . 090) 

+ ,0477Z1 + 
( .017) 
2 

R = ,939 

. 3677z2 + . 1994z3 + 1.0630 (4,5) 
(.077) ( .081) 

The multiple correlation· coefficient (R2 ) is presented for each equa-

t i on estimated by least squares technique. In comparing the results of 

least squares estimates ~ith the limited information estimates the signs 

51 Judge, G. G. , "Econometric Analysis of the Demand and Supply 
Relationships for Eggs, 11 ibid., pp. 33-42 . 
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of the coefficients pertaining to Y2 and Y4 have changed. All the signs 

of the coefficients obtained by least squares are consistent with theory 

except the coefficient of Y3 . However, it should be noted that statistic

ally this parameter estimate is not significantly different from zero.52 

Also the parameters of Y2 and Y4 are not significantly different from zero . 

' It should be noted that the magnitude of the coefficients of z 1, z2 and 

z3 are reasonable consistent for all three equations (4.1), (4,4) and (4,5), 

' The following ceteris paribus conditional statements may be formula-

ed from (4 , 5) A one percent increase in the price of feeder cattle would 

result in approximately a 0,09 percent reduction in the demand for feeder 

cattle. A one percent increase in the price of slaughter hogs would re-

sult in a decrease in the demand of feeder cattle of approximately 0 . 05 

percent. A one percent increase in the production of hay would result in 

approximately a 0,20 percent increase in the demand for feeder cattle . 

The coefficients of Y3(pr~ce of slaughter cattle) and Y4 (price of 

slaughter hogs) were not significant in either the estimates of equation 

(4.1) or (4,5) , therefore, it was belived that they were adding very lit

tle to the explanation of th~ variation in Y1 , From this hypothesis the 

' 
following relationship was estimated ~ith Y and Y4 omitted. 

' 3 

Y1 = - .1168Y + ,049oz 1 + .3783z2 + .1896z3 + .9770 
( .085)2 ( .016) (.072) (.076) (4 . 6) 

R2 = ,938 

The results of (4.6) indicate that almost as much of the variation in 

Y1 was explained by omitting Y2 and Y3 as there was by including them in 

the equation. The "t" value of the coefficient of Y2 was the largest ob-

52 The statements concering significant levels will in all instances 
refer to the 5 percent confidence level. 
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tained up to this point, but it was only significant at the 20 percent 

level. The signs agree with theoretical expectation and the magnitude of 

the coefficients are consistent with the previous estimates. These results 

lend support to the proposition that the price of slaughter cattle and 

price of the alternative and competing enterprise (hog feeding) have very 

little impact in the decision making process of cattle feeding firms. 

In an effort to obtain a variable that would reflect the importance 

of the price of the finished product the difference between price of steers 

and price of feeder cattle was substituted for Y3 in equation (4.5). The 

results are : 

,0545Y4 + .0502z1 
( .090) (.017) 

2 
R = .939 

The positive sign of the Y14 (price steers minus price of feeder cat

tle) indicates that as the differences increases the cattle feeding firms 

are willing to feed more cattle. 

The signs of all the coefficients agree with their theoretical coun-

terparts. However, the signs of the coefficients of the Y variables are 

not significantly different from zero . 

Alternative least squar~s esimates of the demand for feeder cattle 

may be found in Appendix c, section I 1 B, These alternatives include 

different observation periods for variables such as Y, Y and Y2. Also 
3 4 

parameters of other variables that were believed to influence the fluctua -

tions in the number of cattl~ fed were estimated and the results are pre-

sented in this Appendix. 

B. Estimation Representing Demands by Feeding Firms in Eight States 

1. Equations with demands represented by number on feed January 1 

a . Single equation estimates 
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Corresponding with equation (4,5) the following equation was estimated 

for eight states: 

Y1 = -.166oY2 + .0682Y - 0694y + 0571z + .3611z2 + .2031z + 1.0492 
( .115) ( .151)3 (.079) 4 ( .014) 1 ( .072) (.067)3 (4.8) 

2 
R = ,954 

The following are examples of ceteris paribus conditional statements 

that may be made for equation (4.8). Approximately a 0.16 percent dee-

rease in the demand of feeder cattle will occur if there is a one percent 

increase in the price of feeder cattle. A one percent increase in the 

production of hay in these eight states will result in approximately a 

0.20 percent increase in the demand for feeder cattle in these states. 

The magnitude of the estimated coefficients of this equation are 

consistent with the estimates of (4.5) the similar relationship for the 

thirteen states. 

Since the estimates of the coefficients of Y3 and Y4 were not sign

ificantly different from zero, the following equation was estimated with 

y 
.3 

and Y omitted. 
4 

Y1 = -.1396Y2 
( .075) 

+ .056oz1 + .,705z2 + .1992z + 1.0013 
( .013) ( .070) ( .065)3 

2 R = ,952 

(4 ,9) 

The estimates are consistent with the results of (4.8) with regard 

to signs and magnitude. The results also further indicate the major impor-

tance of Y2 (price of feeders), z1 (time), z2 (corn production) and z3 

(hay production) in determining the demand for feeder cattle. In these 

estimates the coefficient of Y2 approaches significance at the .05 percent 

level of confidence. 

Other least squares estimates concerning the effect of a change in 

the period of observation for various variables and the effect of includ-

ing other variables in specifying the relation, may be found in Appendix 
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c, section II, B. 

b. Just identified estimates 

To obtain an estimate of the interpedendent nature of the demand for 

feeder cattle in eight states the follo~ing just identified equation was 

estimated. 

( 4 .10) 

Where z4, z9 and z10 were the exogenous variables considered in the 

remainder of the system. With the exception of the sign of the coefficient 

of Y3 the estimates are consistent with (4 .4) a s imilar equation f or 

thirteen states . 

For these estimates, ceteris paribus statements consistent with the 

ones made for equation (4.8) may be inferred . Other just identified rel -

ation~ using other sets of exogenous variables outside the structural 

equation are presented in Appendix C, section II, A. 

2 . Imports from July through December as reflectors of demand 

Using imports as the Y1 variable the following equation was obtained. 

Y1 = -.1156Y2 + .3471Y3 - .2926Y4 + .117oz1 + .2954z2 + .1724z3 + 1.0529 
(,349) ( ,478) ( . 175) ( .038) (.225) ( . 142) (4. 11) 

2 
R = .8o5 

Al l signs of the estimated coefficients agree with t heory . Al t hough 

t he coe f ficients o f z2 and Z are not signigicantly different from zer6, 
3 . 

t he magni tudes of the coefficients are consistent with prev i ous es t ima t es . 

The " t ": value of the coefficient of Y4 has increased t hus giving an i ndi-

cation of· the importance of the price of hogs to t he cattle feeding f · · s 

of the corn belt. 
i 

The magnitude of the coefficient of Y3 has increase . 

but the error variance has i ncreased accordingly such that the coeffic i ent 

i s not significantly different from zero . The time variable is signi fi-

cantly different from zero . The sign of the coefficient of Y2 agrees ~ith 
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its theortical counterpart, although the coefficient is not significently 

different from zero. 

' Depicting an alternative time period (October through July average 
·, 1· 

price instead of the yearly average price) for Y resulted in the follo~-
4 

ing parameter estimates. 

(4.12) 
" 2 
R = ,907 

The change in the time period for the observation of Y4 had very lit

tle affect on the signs, magnitude or significance of the coefficients . 

Alternative estimates using imports as the indicator of demand may 

be found in Appendix c, section rri: 
3. July to July imports as a reflector of demand for feeder cattle 

Specification of all the Y variables on a July to July basis resulted 

in the follo~ing parameter estimates: 

2 
R = ,923 

(4 . 13) 

The signs of the parameters agree ~ith theoretical expectations but 

differ in ma.gnitude relative to the other estimated equations . The para-

meter estimates of the variables, Y2 (price of feeder cattle), Y3 (price 

of slaughter steers), z1(time) and z3 (hay production) are significant at 

or above the 10 percent probability level. Although the production of 

corn is not significant it should be noted that the magnitude of the coef-

ficient is consistent ~ith the previous estimates. An estimate of the 

affect of number of beef cattle on f~rms on the imports is presented in 

Appe'ndix C, section IV . 

C. Summary of Results of Estimated Demand Relations 

Estimates for the equations representing the demand for feeder cattle 
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were obtained by four different methods and under four different variable 

specifications. However, the elasticity coefficients of corn and hay 

• production associated with the demand for feeder cattle and the coefficient 

of the time variable were consistent over different equations and alterna-

tive techniques of estimation. Table II gives the range of these coeffic-

ients. 

TABLE II 

RANGE IN COEFFICIENTS OF, THE VARIABLES zl, z2 AND z3 
FOR A.LL DEMAND EQUATIONS 

Time 
Periods 

January 1 

January 1 

Imports 
July-December 

Imports 
July-July 

January 1 

January 1 

No. Method of 
State$ Estimation 

least squares , 

least squares 

8 least squares 

8 least squares 

Number of 
Equations 

10 

5 

4 

13 

8 

just identified 

3 

8 

just identified 4 

.016- .069 .309- . 378 . 185-.252 

.055-.076 . 363-.372 .199- .226 

.080- .119 .295-. 393 .161-.171 

.069-.141 .252-,432 .216-.346 

. 016-.052 .202-.488 . 163-. 320 

,054-.056 .367-. 397 .203-.219 

Since it was not possible to find a price variable that was sign-

ificant over all demand equations it is believed that corn and hay pro-

duction are the most important factors to consider in explaining the 

demand for feeder cattle. There has been an increasing demand for feeder 

cattle over the sample period considered other things being equal. Omitt-

ing Y3 (price of slaughter steers) and Y4 (price of slaughter hogs) from 

I 
t he analysis reduced the percentage explanation of Y only slightly . 

1 

The choice of an equation to be used should depend upon the problem 

and the conditions one wishes to reflect. 
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D. Equations Relating to the Supply of Feeder Cattle 

The Theil=Basmann method was used to estimate the parameters of th;e 

supply equation postulated in the general model, and the following results 

were obtained. 

2 
s "" .0025 

The signs of the parameters of the price of feeder cattle, slaughter 

steers, time and animals available for supply, agree 'With theoretical ~x-

pectations. It was expected that an increase in the conditions of the 

range -would result in producers holding their feeder cattle over a longer 

period. However J the positive sign of tbe coefficient of z5 ( range con

ditions) indicates otherwise. Alternatively, the range condition variable 

could be highly correlated with the production of hay and corn, thus c4us-

ingan increase in the demand for feeder cattle which is reflected in the 

supply equation. If this was the case then this increase in demand woqld 

result in an increa.se in the supply of feeder cattle. 

A priori it was believed that the lagged price of feeder cattle would 

indicate the producer 1 s willingness to hold his cattle over some time, t , 

The positive coefficient of z6 (lagged price of feeder cattle) indicates 

that as the price increased last year, the supply of feeder cattle would 

be increased the following year. Only the coefficient of z4 (number of 

calves less than one year old and number of steers greater than one year 

old on farms Janua~y 1) was significantly different from zero at the 5 

percent significance level. 

As a basis for comparison, equation (4,4) was estimated by least 

squares with the following results obtained~ 



R2 ""' .822 

2 
s = .0026 
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(4.15) 

The signs, magnitudes, and significance of the coefficients estimated 

by least squares are consistent with those obtained by the Theil-Basmann 

method. 

Alternative equations containing variables such as price of feeder 

sheep and production of hay in the range states were estimated and the 

results are presented in Appendix c, section V. 

E. Summary of Results Obtained from Supply Relations 

Since the primary emphasis of this study was concerned with obtaining 

parameter estimates of firm demand relations, only a limited number of 

specifications were concerned with the supply analysis. From the estimated 

results it would appear that the most important factors in determining the 

supply of feeder cattle are: (1) price of feeder cattle, (2) cattle avail

able for suppling, (3) conditions of the range and (4) the changes over 

time. In most instances the signs of the estimated coefficients were 

reasonably consistent over the diffe'rent· methods of estimation used. 



CHAPTER V 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF SPATIAL MODELS 

Employing the general spatial model presented in Chapter III and given 

the basic data necessary for the spatial solution, the empirical problem 

is one of determining the optimum geographical flows and regional price 

differentials for feeder cattle under alternative assumptions and differ-

ent time periods. The time periods for which the spatial analysis is 

accomplished are the years 1951 and 1956. These years were used because 

they represent a relatively low and high period, respectively, for feeder 

cattle imports into the corn belt. For each year, four alternative models 

were estimated, The estimated models differed in that alternative methods 

were used to generate the regional availabilities of feeder cattle. Since 

regional demand relationships were not available, regional demands were 

estimated from basic data on cattle imports. Two model for each time per-

iod are presented and discussed in: the text and the other four solutions 

are presented in Appendix D. 

A. Spatial Analysis for 1956 

1. Model I (1956) 

The demand and supply for each region was determined as follows~ for 

regions (3,4,5,7,9,12,14,19,20 and 24) data representing the annual imports 

of feeder cattle were available, therefore these regions were classified 

as deficit by the amount of the imports for that year. The classification 

and quantities involved for the other regions were obtained as follows: 

regions 'INere designated as surplus regions if the number of calves and 

steers on farms January 1, time period t, denoted by (x1i) not including 

50 
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the number of steers and calves on feed January 1, time t, less the num-

ber of replacement heifers for time t (x21 ) and number of cattle fed dur

ing the year t (x3ih is a positive quantity. If the quantity is negative, 

the regions were denoted as deficit. Algebraically this relation can be 

stated as follows, if: 

X X X ) 0 then the 1..th . . l 
11.• - - · region 1.s surp us. 

, 2i 3i ' 

and if 

th x1i - x2 i = x3i { O then the i region is deficit. 

' This relationship formed the basis for determining the supply and 

demand of each region. Since data were available on imports for South 

Dakota and Nebraska and other data were available that indicated that 

these states were also exporters of feeder cattle, they were included in 

this model as both a supplier and demander of feeder cattle in an effort 

to more nearly approach reality. Exports for South Dakota and Nebraska 

were determined from the following relationship. 

x1l.. - x2 . - Xi+ x4 . = amount available for exports, 
L . 3 l. i ~ 141 20 ( 5 .3) 

where X . is the number of feeder cattle imported. Since these states 
41. 

were importing feeder cattle, it was necessary to account for them when 

the available exports were computedo The number imported adds to the 

availablity and therefore it was necessary to account for this increase 

in the number of feeder cattle available for shipment. 

Using the data as defined, the linear programming transportation 

model was used to derive the optimum geographical shipment pattern for 

feeder cattle. The optimum solution given the transport cost and excess 

demands and supplies is presented in Table III. 

The cells of Table Ill in which underlined figures appear represent 

the activities obt~in in the optimum solution, and the corresponding 
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19 .13 
4 .15 
5 .05 .. 12 .26 C: 

0 ... 24 .42 
'"' 9 .63 • C: 

7 .04 ... 
'"' 20 1.12 • II 14 

"* 
Q 

l 
3 .79 

Surplus .56 

Tota la 43:S 

ui 0 

TABLE III 

SURPLUS AND DEFICITS, OPTIMUM FLOWS AND ESTIMATED REGIONAL PRICE DI FFERENTIALS FOR 
FEEDER CATTLE IN THE UNITED STATES, MODEL I ( 1956) 

(shipments in thousands) 

Origins 
Tota la 15 20 l4 8 17 21 lO 6 2<; 2 16 22 B 2~ 18 

.03 6 .26 .u .03 206 .40 l.14 .62 .61 1.11 1.11 1.99 l.49 l.64 212 

.07 .06 .30 .07 m .03 .45 l.l:, .6o .58 1.09 1.10 1.98 1.49 1.72 230 

.21 .20 .29 .!..fill .05 .45 1.18 .52 .39 1.02 1.12 1.55 l.46 1:69 l,304 

.01 120 .28 .15 .12 .15 .42 1.19 .59 .6o l.l4 1.16 2.04 1.53 1.78 120 

.02 .!2 .}8 .35 .34 .37 .44 1.22 .68 .75 1.32 · l.}8 2.27 1.50 1.69 45 

.o:, !5§ .51 .56 .56 .58 .46 1.20 .84 .86 1.55 1.49 2.}8 1.56 1.75 458 
82 .o8 ,22g .01 .02 12§ .:,l .99 .}8 .}8 l.04 .90 1.80 l.41 1.54 1,870 

140 4.67 .99 1.04 1.02 1.01 .}8 1.11 .91 1.33 1.99 1.10 2.03 1.51 1.71 140 
:IT .12 4.40 .04 121 .02 .05 .62 .§2 14 .77 .53 1.46 1.17 1.37 643 
.54 .6:, .50 .:,3 .14 48 -.'41 .61 .24 .u 144 .42 .59 .87 .87 192 
.41 .}8 .68 .30 .1:, .07 ~ 6o ..!Jg .:,7 .24 · 18 12 .!.1§ gj2 1,176 
.01 .13 .4:, .28 .15 .22§ 84 .30 .22 .40 .67 .47 .87 .34 .49 742 

222 629 992 1,0~7 6o4 1, 7o8 518 6o 261 l4 144 18 75 178 239 7,1}2 

-.55 -.43 -.13 -.28 -.41 -.56 -.56 -.26 -.34 -.16 .u -.09 .31 -.22 -.07 

v1 

.78 

.62 

.48 

.65 

.35 

.10 

.39 
-.10 

.47 

.70 
1.09 
-.56 

Total Shipments: 6,390,000 head or 44,730,000 pounds (from information obtained in the 
"Li vestock Market News Statistics"the average -weight for all feeder 
shipped -was estimated to be 700 pounds ). 

Total Cost: $38,647.476.00 (since the rates -were in cents per one hundred pounds it 
-was necessary to multiply t he cost by 7 to convert the rates to a per 
head basis) . 

Vl 
I\) 
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number represents the number (in thousands) of feeder cattle involved in 

the optimum flow solution •. A total of 7,132,000 head of feeder cattle 

were available for exporting. Since there were only 6,390,000 head demand-

ed a surplus of 742,000 head was obtained. The total cost of transporting 

the cattle from the supply regions to the demand regions was $38,647,476.00. 

Some examples of these interregional movements are, Region 17 (Oklahoma) 

would supply 267,000 head of feeder cattle to Region 5 (Illinois). Because 

of their price disadvantage 'of being so far from the demand area, Region 

21 (Texas) would have a surplus of 658,000 head and Region 10 (Montana) 

would absorb the remainder of the surplus of 84,000 head. Undoubtedly 

some of these would be sold as grass fat steers. 

The numbers in light type indicates the indirect costs for activities 

not included in the final basic solution and refer to the opportunity 

cost of not including a particula_r activity ( excess demand and excess 

supply combination) in the optimum solutio~. From the theory of the 

simplex method, an optimum cannot exist if the direct minus the indirect 

cost is less than zero. Thus, any change in the flow pattern as described 

in Table III would increase the total transport costs. For example, Reg-

ion 11 (Missouri) could ship to Region 5 (Illinois) at only a 0.05 cents 

loss because of its advantage to other markets or alternatively by increas-

ing the total transport costs by 0.05 cents per one hundred pounds of 

feeder cattle shipped. AlternativelyJ it could be inferred that the trans-
··i 

port cost bet~een Region 11 and Region 5 ~ould have to decrease at least 

0.05 cents per one hundred pounds, before any product ~ould be shipped 

that direction. 

Given the optimum flow solution the duality theorem may be employed 

to obtain a unique set of Ui and Vj once a base region has been selected. 

The resulting U. and V obtained from the optimum solution contained t~o 
l. j 



types of useful economic info_rmation. 
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First, the U. measured the com= 
l. 

arative locational advantage of the supply points relative to Region 11 

(Missouri), the base region. For example, feeder cattle were priced at 

0.13 cents per one hundred pounds·'-iliore at Region 11 than they were at 

Region 14 (Nebraska). Alternatively, feeder cattle were priced at 0.31 

cents per one hundred pounds less at Region 11 thal!il at Region 13 (Nevada). 

Perhaps this can be explained in that Region 13 is very close to a large 

deficit area, Region 3 (California). Secondly, the values of the V. de
J 

note the delivered price differentials in relation to the base region for 

the deficit regions. For example, the price of feeder cattle were priced 

at 1.09 cents per one hundred, pounds higher in Region 3 than they were 

in the base region. 

Since there is a movement of feeder cattle into Region 14 (Nebraska), 

a region which is a surplus producer, two sets of price differentials rel-

ative to the base region were obtained. As an exporter the price is 0.13 

cents per one hundred pounds lower relative to the base region. As an 

importer the price is 0.47 cents per one hundre4 pounds higher than the 

price in the base region. This is one ex.ample of the inefficiency result= 

ing from cross hauling. The cause of the different price differentials 

may be due to importers and exporters marketing at different times, mark-

eting different weight animals, or the non homogeneity of the product (one 

region demands cattle friom a particular region). Alternative price di£-

ferentials were similarily obtained for Region 20 (South Dakota). 

2. Model II (1956) 

As in Model I, regions for ~hich imports were available were class-

ified as deficit regions, However on the supply side in this model an 

effort -was made to take into account the relative 14llw ratio of calves to 

cows on farms January li 1956,, in the range states. In Model I.1> the 
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number of calves and steers on farms January 17 were used as the supply 

pool from which feeder cattle could be purchased. A closer investigation 

of the data revealed that on January lJ some of the range states could 

account for only a small percentage of the number of calves actually pro-

duced in that st~teo For example» in Region 16 (New Mexico) there were 

ten cows on farms for every four calves on farms January 1, 1956. Since 

Model I did not consider the number of calves that were shipped before 

January 1~ an alternative model was specified" In this model a region 

wa.s denoted a surplus region ifg 

xli - x2i = }Lo 
.Jl. 

= x5i ) 09 

and a deficit region if: 

Xli 
= X,.,o = 

x,i = x5i ( o. 
2:i. 

Where Xii is 83 percent of the beef cows on farms January lp time t, in 

h 0 th O l h f J 1 ° h b t e 1. regionJ pus t e steers on arms anuary J t, minus t e num er 

of steers and calves on feed January 1, t;53 and XO is the number of 
51. 

th 
steers not shipped to the feed lots form the i region in time to 

Nebraska (Region 14) was included only as an importer and specified 

deficit by the amount of their imports for 1956, Region 20 ( South Dakota) 

"Was specified as both an exporter and an importer. The availibilities of 

Region 20 were computed from the following relationship: 

Given the excess demands and supplies the optimum flow solution for 

Model II (1956) is presented in Table IV. For this flow solution 6,535 9 000 

head of feeder cattle were available for shipment and since the demands 

53 83 percent 'Was used because the total number of beef calves on 
farms January l.i, 1956, -was 83 percent of the number of beef cows on 
fa,nns in the 25 regions. 
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TABLE IV 

SURPLUS AND DEFICITS, OPTIMUM FLOWS AND ESTIMATED REGIONAL PRICE DIFFERENTIALS FOR 
FEEDER CATTLE IN THE UNITED STATES, MODEL II (1956) 

(shipments '[n ·thousands) 

Origins 
l'i 20 8 17 21 10 2'i 16 22 l'I 2'1 18 Totals 

.03 .01 .16 .08 212 .37 .64' .84 1.08 1.·96 1.46 1.61 212 

.04 .04 .09 .02 ~ .39 .59 .79 1.04 1.92 1.43 1.66 230 

.16 ~16 !2§ ~ !Q .37 .49 .70 1.04 1.47 1.38 1.61 1,304 
l 118 .19 . .14 .30 .6o .86 1.12 2.00 1.49 1.74 119 

• oT .i.2 .39 .38 .36 .40 .6g 1.04 1.34 2.23 1.46 1.65 45 
.02 .!.2§ .6o .6o .57 .42 .85 1.27 1.45 2.34 1.52 1.71 458 
.}2 .09 .06 .07 ~ .28 .40 .77 .87 1.77 1.38 1.51 1,870 

140 4.68 1.09 1.07 1.01 .35 .93 1.72 1.07 2.00 1.48 1.68 140 
.og .11 .07 .03 ~ £1. ~ .48 .48 1.41 1.12 1.32 64,3 
.45 .68 1.16 1.17 1.02 66 .33 1.23 .36 1.30 .49 .47 66 
.38 .73 .36 .39 .25 .08 ~ .33 .46 1.26 1.21 1.21 23 
.81 .91 .65 .46 .27 · .65 .53 ill -.66 .83 1.11 1.11 147 
.44 .42 .38 .21 .10 M.Q .05 ~ ~ 141 1§ £2Q 1,176 
.04 .17 .36 .23 .03 !Qg .27 .43 .47 .87 .34 .49 102 

174 621 498 766 2,64'5 655 272 381 35 141 76 250 6,535 

-.57 -.44 -.25 -.38 -.58 -.61 -.34 -.18 -.14 .26 -.27 -.12 

Total Shipmentsi 6J433JOOO head 

Total Cost: $43,325,735000 

vi 

.76 

.63 

.51 

.64 

.34 

.09 

.37 
-.12 
.47 
.15 
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.41 

1.04 
-.61 
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were only 6,433,000 head of feeder cattle there was a surplus of 102,000 

head. Region 10 (Montana) accounted for all the surplus under the optimum 

flow solution of Model II (1956). The total transport cost of satisfying 

Region 20(South Dakota) was included as both an exporter and an 

importer and the price differentials are: the importers pay a price of 

0.12 cents less per one hundred pounds for feeder cattle relative to the 

base region (Missouri), and the exporters received a price of 0,44 cents 

per one hundred pounds less relative to the base region. 

Comparing the solution of this model with the optimum flo~ pattern 

for Model I (1956) reveals that Region 2 (Colorado) and Region 6 (Idaho) 

were deficit regions, whereas in Model I they were surplus regions. The 

estimated price differentials are reasonably consistent with regard to 

sign anc magnitude with those estimuted for Model I, Some of the devia-

tion between the models can be explained in that Model I indicated the 

total possibilities for shipments from the surplus regions, and does not 

take into account the number of steers that were not shipped to the feed 
. j 

' , · 

lots during the year t 1 and the number of calves shipped before January 1. 

3. Model III (1956) 

Model I I I (1956) is an extension of Model I (1956) . The two models 

differ in that the number of steers not shipped to the cattle feeding 

firms during the year t, are taken into account in Model III . This spec-

ification results in Model III being a deficit model (demands are greater 

than supplies) . The optimum flow solution is presented in Appendix D, 

Table VII . In the optimum solutio~ 4,670,000 head of feeder cattle were 

shipped for a total transport cost of $26,585,986.00. In the optimum 

solution, Ohio (Region 19), Indiana (Region 4) 9 Michigan (Region 12), 

Arizona (Region 1) and California (Region 3) could not completely satisfy 



their demands. Undoubtedly some of the deficit can be attributed to the 

lack of data pertaining to the·shipments of feeder cattle from the south-

ern states and shipments within the corn belt states. Colorado (Region 2) 

and Utah (-Region 22) are deficit regions whereas in Model I ( 1956) they 

were surplus regions. The estimated regional price differentials are con-

sistent with these estimated for Model I (1956). 

4. Model IV (1956) 

Alternatively, Model IV (1956) compares with Model II (1956), except 

-
that Nebraska (Region 14) is both an exporter and importer. The supplies 

and demands were estimated by the relationship presented in equations (5,4) 

and (5.5). Nebraska (Region 14) availabilities were computed from equa

tion (5.6) ¥Ji.th Region 20 replaced'-by Region 14. 

The optimum solution for Model IV (1956) is presented in Appendix D, 

Table VIII. In the optimum solution, 6,433,000 head of feeder cattle ¥Jere 

transported from the surplus regions to the deficit regions at a total 

transport cost of $42,221,592.00. The surplus of 532,000 head is absorbed 

by Regions 21 (Texas) and 10 (Montana). The estimated regional price dif-
I 

ferentials are consistent with regard to sign and magnitude with the esti-

mates obtained for Model II (i956). 

B. Spatial Analysis for 1951 

1. Model I ( 1951) 

Having investigated alternative equilibrium solutions for one period 

of time, it should prove useful to consider an alternative formulation 

which involves changes in the' geographical distribution and level of pro-

duction and demand. Therefore, a spatial analysis was carried out for the 

year 1951. Since data were not available for numbers of cattle fed annu-

ally previous to 1955, the number of cattle .on feed January 1, t + 1, was 

used as an indicator of the number of cattle fed int. Defining this 
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variable as X9 • the surplus and deficit regions can be determined from the 
31. 

relationship described in equations (5.l) and (5.2) with X'. substituted 
31. 

for x3i. Algebraically this relationship can be stated as: 

xli - x2i - x3i > 0 

and if 

. th 
then the i region is a surplus region, (5.7) 

th 
then the i region is a deficit region. (5.8) 

Regions for which import data were available were specified deficit 

by an amount equal to the number of cattle imported. The relations speci-

fied by equations (5.7) and (5.8) result in a large surplus of feeder cat-

tle. Part of this large surplus may be the result of under estimating the 

number of cattle fed annually. The demands for states for which import 

data were not available were computed by the method used in Model I (1956). 

Giventhe excess supplies and demands the equilibrium solution for 

Model I (1951) is_presented in Table V. Model I (1951) and Model I (1956) 

differ in that Region 1 (Arizona) was a surplus region in Model I (1956) 

and is a deficit region in Model I (1951). 

Estimates of the regional price differentials associated with the 

optimum for Model I (1951) are reasonably consistent with the estimates 

of the price differentials associated with the optimum for Model I (1956). 

Within the optimum flow pattern a peculiar situation occurred in that 

Region 16 (New Mexico) does ~ot have a price advantage or disadvantage 

relative to the base region. This equal advantage can be in part explain-

ed in that surrounding regions ·are deficit. 

There were 12 percent fewer feeder cattle shipped in Model I (1951) 

relative to Model I (1956) and a $12,315,232.00 smaller total transport 

cost. Region 21 (Texas) absorbed 88 percent of the surplus that existed 

in Model I ( 1951). 
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TABLE V 

SURPLUS AND DEFICITSj OPTIMUM FLOWS AND ESTIMATED REGIONAL PRICE DIFFERENTIALS FOR 
FEEDER CATTLE IN THE UNITED STATES 1 MODEL I (1951) 

(shipments in thousands) · 

Origins 
11 15 20 14 8 17 21 10 6 2'i 2 16 1 22 l'\ 2~ 18 Totals 

.13 .54 -~ .23 .07 .03 .13 .53 1.27 .75 .61 1.00 1.69 1.24 2.12 1.62 1.77 79 

.15 .58 .27 .03 148 .16 .58 1.26 .73 .58 .98 1.59 1.23 2.11 1.62 1.85 148 

.09 .76 .24 .30 l§g :oi .22 .62 · 1.35 .69 .43 .95 1.66 1.29 1.72 1.63 1.86 762 

.26 .52 61 .25 .11 .12 .28 .55 1.32 .72 .6o 1.03 1.71 1.29 2.17 1.66 1.91 61 

.42 .53 1!. .35 .31 .34 .50 .57 1.35 .81 .75 1.21 1.81 1.51 2.40 1.63 1.82 31 

.63 .54 ~£ .48 .52 .56 .71 .59 1.33 .97 .86 1.44 2.18 1.62 H.51 1.69 1.88 232 

.07 .54 .11 1,300 ~ .05 .16 .47 1.15 .54 · .41 .96 1.59 1.06 1.96 1.57 1.70 1,352 

.61 ~ 4.16 .45 .49 .51 .63 ~ .73 .53 .82 1.37 1.65 .72 1.65 1.13 1.33 168 

~ .12 4.37 ~ ill .15 .18 .75 .13 .!! .66 1.16 .66 1.59 1.30 1.50 690 
.79 •. 25 .52 .13 1! .07 ~ 102 221 .24 .!22 .!3 gz 68 86 ID 1,075 

.43 .39 gz .27 .11 .02 ,bjg! .ill .30 .22 .27 .43 .93 .47 .87 .34 .49 1,698 

510 145 429 1,300 852 353 1,521 306 102 221 11 199 43 27 68 86 123 6,296 

0 -.04 -.43 -.16 -.32 -.41 -.43 -.43 -.13 -.21 -.16 0 .30 .04 .44 -.09 .06 

Total Shipments: 4,598,000 head 

Total Cost, $25y495il53.oo 

v; 
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2. Model II (1951) 

Since Mod~l I (1951) did not take into account the number of calves 

that were shipped before January 1, an alternative model similar to Model 

II (1956) was postulated. The regions were classified as deficit or sur-

plus from the results of the following relationships:' 

X1i - x2 i - x3i - x5i) O then the ith region is surplus, 

and if 

( 5 .9) 

x1i - x2 i - x3i - x5i ( O then the ith region is deficit. (5.10) 

Where x1i is 81 percent of the number of beef cows on farms January 1, 

1951, plus the number of steers on farms January 1, 1951, not including the 

number of calves and steers on feed January l, 1951. 54 All other variables 
, 

have been previously defined. Regions for which imports were available 

were classified as deficit. 'Regioris 20 (South Dakota) and 14 (Nebraska) 

were included as both an exporter and an importer. Their availabilities 

were computed in a similar fashion to Model II (1956). 
' Given the surplus and deficit regions and the transport cost, the 

equilibrium solution for Model II (1951) is presented in Tab1e VI. The 

total cost of satisfying all the demands was $29,684,494.00. The cattle 

feeding firms demands were 4,618,ooo head of feeder cattle and numbers 

available for supplying were 5,239,000 head9 thus leaving a surp~us of 

621JOOO which was held by Region 21 (Texas) and Region 10 (Montana). 

The optimum solution for Model II (1951) differs from Model I (1951) 
I 

in that Region 2 (Colorado) has changed from a surplus to a deficit region. 

Most of the estimates of the regional price differentials are consistent 

with regard to sign of the estimate~ for Model I ( 1951). In the equilibrium 

54 81 percent was used because the total number of calves on farms 
January 1, 1951, was 81 percent of the number of beef cows on farms in the 
25 regions. 
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TABLE VI 

SURPLUS AND DEFICITSJ OPTIMUM FLOWS AND ESTIMATED REGIONAL PRICE DIFFERNETIALS FOR 
FEEDER CATTLE IN THE UNITED STATESi MODEL II (1951) 

(shipments in thousands) 

Origins 
11 15 20 14 8 17 21 10 6 ,25 16 1 22 1~ 2~ 18 Totals 

.18 .44 1§ .29 .19 .11 .03 .43 1.17 .67 .90 1.59 1.14 2.02 1.52 1.67 78 

.14 .42 jg, .27 .09 .02 116 .42 · 1.10 .59 .82 1.43 1.07 1.95 1.,46 1.69 ua 

.02 .54 .l'i! .24 §1. .222 ~ .40 1.13 .49 .73 1.44 1.07 1.50 l.41 1.64 762 

.31 .42 61 .31 .23 .20 .18 .45 1.22 .64 .93 1.61 1.19 2.07 1.56 1.81 61 
047 .43 Ii ~41 .43 .42 .40 .47 1.25 .73 1.11 1.71 1.41 2.30 1.53 1.72 31 
.68 .44 g;g .5f, .64 .64 .61 .49 1.23 .84 1.34 2.08 1.52 2.41 1.59 1.78 232 
.06 .38 .05 ~ .06 .07 

* 
.31 .99 .40 .8o 1.43 .90 1.8o 1.41 1.54 1,352 

.76 101 4.26 .71 .69 §1. .73 .55 1.37 1.65 .72 1.65 1~13 1.33 168 

~ .47 .07 4.38 .07 .03 ~ .03 .6o lli .51 1.01 .51 1.44 1.15 1.35 690 
.76 .69 .26 .36 .39 .25 .11 .64 21 .36 .90 .49 1.29 1.24 1.24 21 

.81 .79 .35 .68 .35 .18 .07 ~. §. .02 .22.2 .lli ~ lJB 28 122 1,075 

.58 .39 .10 .43 .33 .20 ~ lli .30 .24 .43 .73 .47 .87 .34 .49 621 

153 101 434 596 67 359 2,000 415 6 264 353 134 54 136 28 139 5,239 

0 -.19 -.48 -.15 -.25· -.38 -.58 -.58 -.28 -.34 -.15 .15 -.11 .29 -.24 -.09 

Total Shipments~ 4,618,000 head 

Total Cost: $29,684,494.00 
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solution of Model I (1951) Region 16 (New Mexico) has an equal price ad-

vantage relative to the base region, The results of Model II ( 1951) indi-

cate that Region has a 0,15 cents per one hundred pounds price disadvantage 

relative to the base region, For Model II (1951) there were 20,000 more 

feeder cattle transported relative to Model I (1951), but the increase in 

transport cost was 4,189,431 ,00. The dispro p ortionate increase in the 

transport costs can partially be explained in the relocation of calves, by 

using 81 percent of the beef cows on farm as the number of calves available 

for supply. This specification resulted in the l'tJestern states having more 

feeder cattle available for shipping and the mid-westren states, such as 

Kansas and Nebraska,have fewer available for export. Thus, the states 

near the deficit area have fewer to supply, and therefore the transport 

cost was disproportionalety larger since the cattle were estimated as be-

ing shipped over longer distances, 

Comparing Model II ( 1951) -with a similar model for 1956 (Model II) 

reveals that Region 6 (Idaho) and Region 1 (Arizona) have changed from sur-

plus to deficit, In most instances the estimated price differentials are 

comparable i.ii~h regard to sign and magnitude with the estimated differentials 

for 1956, There were 28 percent more feeder cattle shipped under Model 
·{ 

II (1956), and the costs were larget'by $13,641,240,00, 

3, Model III (1951) 

The surplus and deficit regions for Model III (1951) were classified 

as such by substracting from the availabilities of Model I (1951) the num-

ber of steers not shipped to the feed lots for time t, (x5i), · Regions for 

which imports were available \llere classified as deficit regions, Given the 

deficit and surplus regions the equilibrium solution for Model III ( 1951) 

i$ presented in Appendix D, Table IX. The above specification results in 

a deficit model, The regions in which demands were not satisfied arei 
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Ohio (Region 19), Indiana (Region 4), Michigan (Region 12) and California 

(Region 3). There were 3,889,000 head of feeder cattle demanded, but there 

were only 2,888,000 head available for shipping. The total transport cost 

was $17,653,776.00. The deficit supply situation may be due to the lack 

of information concerning shipments within corn belt states, shipments 

from the southern states to the corn belt states, or lack of information 

pertaining to the shipments of cattle prior to January l. 

This model is similar to Model. III ( 1956) in that the deficit and 

surplus regions were classified by a similar method. The two models dif-

fer in that Region 6 (Idaho) is a deficit rather than a surplus region. 

The estimated price differentials are consistent with those estimated for 

Model III ( 1956). 

4. Model IV (1951) 

In an effort to account foturtderestimating the number of cattle fed 

annually, an alternative model was estimated. Since Model II (1951) is be

lieved to be a reasonable approximation of realit,Y, Model IV (1951) was es-

timated -with supplies equal to demands. For regions for which imports -were 

not available, the numbe·r of cattle' fed during the year 'Was estimated from 

the follo-wing relationship: 

x;i 
p 

~ x3. 
1.,, l . 1. 

~urplus for Model II (1951)) (5.11) 

-where pis the number of regions for -which imports of feeder cattle -were 

not available. Using this relationship to represent the number of cattle 

fed annually, the deficit and surplus regions 'Were determined from equations 

( 5. 9) and (5. 10) • This model differs from Mode 1 II ( 1956) in that Regions 

8 (Kansas) and 6 (Idaho) changed from surplus to deficit, 

The equilibrium solution is presented in Appendix D, Table X. The 



signs and magnitude of the estimated price differentials are consistent 

with the estimates of Model II (1951). There was an increase of 

$1,883,049.00 in the transport cost of Model IV (1951) relative to Model 

II ( 1951). 

C. Discussion of the Results of the Spatial Models 

In the models estimated that were surplus (supplies greater than 

demands)] Regions 10 (Montana) and 21 (Texas) absorbed the surplus in 

all instances. When deficit models occured Regions 19 (Ohio), 4(Indiana), 

12 (Michigan), 1 (Arizona) and 3 (California) were deficit regions. The 

estimated regional price differentials of one region relative to the base 

region were reasonably consistent under alternative specifications. For 

example, the estimated price differential of region 17 (Oklahoma) relative 

to the base region ranged from 0.41- to 0.36 cents per one hundred pounds 

less for feeder cattle. There tvas also consistency with regard to the 

direction of shipments. For example, Region 17 (Oklahoma) shipped part 

of its surplus to Region 5 (Illinois) in seven of the eight models est

imated. Likewise Region 21 (Texas) shipped part of its surplus to Region 

7 (Iowa) in seven of the eight models estimated. Since data were not avail

able on regional exports, there tvas no basis for assessing the accuracy of 

the results or the inefficiency of the actual transportation flow pattern, 



CHAPTER VI 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS 

Knowledge of the structure of a particular segment of the economy is 

useful if it aids in making the 11 best11 decisions. Withing this normative 

frameworkp knowledge of structural parameters and spatial flowsp such as 

those estimated in this study provide one basis for depicting in advance 

the probable impact of various economic variablesJ given certain goalso 

The implications of the results of the behavior relations and spatial models, 

as they are related to decision making at the various structural levels 

will be presented in this sectiono 

A. Behavior Relations 

Knowledge of the interdependent nature of the sector under study along 

with the connecting parameter estimates is a necessary prerequisite for in

telligent de1cision making. The accuracy and completeness of this informa

tion is of course conditioned by the decision or decisions being considered. 

Thus by formulatingJ identifying and estimating structural equations 

the effect of certain decisions may be estimated and the uncertainty as to 

the consequences of these actions reduced. 

lo Implications for the firm· 

Having knowledge of the future path of such factors as price of feed

er cattlep price of slaughter steers~ price of hogs, production of corn and 

hay, the cattle feeding firm could adjust production plans to meet the task 

of allocating resources in a manner more nearly compatible -with profit and 

efficiency objectives. Kno"Wledge of the demand relation should also be 

66 



useful to the producer of feeder cattle in his planning for future pro

duction. Likewise a knowledge of the supply relationship for feeder cat 

tle should prove useful to the cattle feeding firm in the planning firm 1 s 

operations. Whether the estimated structural parameter are sufficiently 

accurate for forecasting remains to be proven . 

2. Implication for decision making by policy planners 

Perhaps the area of economic policy offers the greatest possibilities 

for econometric analysis . In the making of decisions the policy maker 

should have a knowledge of the interdependent nature of the sector under 

study in order to properly evualuate proposed policies before they are put 

i nto opera tion . This is not meant to imply that all possible policy ques 

tions concerning the feeder cattle sector can be a nswered as a result of 

this study . However, these estimated relations should provide an objective 

means of analyzing such questions as what effect would a change in the 

f eeder cattle pricing policy have on (1) demand for feeder cattle, thus 

influencing the production of beef, and (2) the demand for feeder hogs 

which would influence the supply of pork . Since the production of corn and 

hay are thought to be important variables influencing the demand for feeder 

cattle, a change in the policy regarding production of these factors could 

be viewed as it would affect the production of beef. Implications of other 

a lternative pol i cies could be analyzed, but in all cases the results are 

conditioned by the assumptions underlying each model . 

B. Spatial Mode l 

The solution of spatial models and their dual may be used to obtain 

insights into many of the theoretical problems involving the efficiency and 

competitive structure of individual sectors of the economy . In addition 

knowledge may be obtained relative to problems of industrial structure and 
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comparative statics when the consequences of change or action are desired .55 

1. Implications of results to the firm 

In regard to the feeder cattle firm these analyses should suggest how 

changes in transport costs~ geographical distribution and level of produc-

tion and demands might affect regional feeder cattle prices . and movements. 

The set of regional price differentials corresponding to the optimum 

flow pattern may be used in determining the optimum geographical location 

of the feeder cattle producing and feeding firms . 

2 . Implications for decision making by policy planners 

The perfect market concept used in formulating the spatial equilibrium 

model provides a standard of comparison whereby the pricing and the dist-

ribution of a product or a factor can be judged as efficient or inefficient 

relative to some base. By using the spatial model the policy maker can 

postulate a set of conditions and ascertain the effects when certain var-

iables are allowed to deviate from the initial conditions . In particular, 

the model provides information basic to determining the consequences under 

changes in (1) transport rates and (2) geographical distribution of pro-

duct supply on the levels and direction of geographical flows and prices . 

Other related questions can be answered such as: how would the optimum sol-

-
ution change if transport cost between each pair of regions increased or 

decreased by a given amount? The normative model could be very useful in 

policy making in that it depicts what could happen under given ends and 

assumptions . 

55 J udge and Wallace, "Econometric Analysis of the Beef Sector of 
the Economy," ibi d. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY 

The primary objectives of this study were: (1) to evaluate those 

factors which appear to have the most influence on the fluctuations on 

demand and supply of feeder cattle and (2) to estimate a spatial equili

brium model for the feeder cattle sector of the economy. 

A sector model was postulated to reflect the behavior of the feeder 

cattle firms. Secondary data were selected to reflect the variables of the 

models and alternative techniques of estimation were employed to estimate 

the relevent parameters. Statistical and nonstatistical tests were per-

formed to assess the validity of the estimated parameters of the behavior 

relations. 

Alternatively, spatial models were postulated to depict the optimum 

geographical flo~s and regional price differentials of the feeder cattle 

sector. Since data were not available, regional demands were computed 

from basic data. Thenj given the deficit and surplus regions the gen

eral method of linear programming lllas employed to derive the optimum 

flow solution (minimum transport cost). 

Finally, the implications of the results for decision making and 

action by the govermnent and firms were reviewed. The reliability of 

the results and conclusions depend upon the assumptions of the models, 

the data, and the method of estimation employed. 
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTION OF DATA 

A. Description of dat$ relating to the sector model 

Y1t~ Log of the (1947=49) index of the number of cattle and calves on 

f~d January1 1 for thirteen or eight st~tes; or the number of stockers and 

feeders received in th~ eight corn belt st~t~s. In e~ch inst~nce one of 

these three altern~tives will be used depending on which one is chosen as 

the reflector of demand. 

Y2t~ Log of the (1947=49) index of the July through December average 

price of stockers and feeders at Kansas Cityo56 

Y2t~ Same as Y2 t except is the August through December average price 

instead of the July through December average. 

Y2t~ Same as Y2 t except the variable reflects the July to July average 

price of feeder cattle. 

Y ~ Log of the (1947=49) index of the yearly average price of choice 
:5t 

grade $teen sold out first hand for shiughter at Chicaigo., 

Y3t§ Same a$ Y3texcept the variable reflects ai Febru$ry through July 

averaige priceo 

yn § Samm® S$ Y <except the vsiriable rieflec t~ a July to July aver&ilge 
3t 3t 

price. 

Y4 t"" Log of the (1947=49). index of the yearly average price of medium 

56All price$ $nd income v@riaible$ were defl®ted by the index of the 
price$ received by farmers for all product51 ( 1910=14 ,,. 100) ais publbhed 
by the Agricultural Marketing Service (unless 2tated other~ise)o 
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Y~t~ Same a@ Y4t except the variable reflects the October through 

July average price. 

Y'' "" Same ai.i Y4t except the variable reflects the July to July 
4t . 

aver8lge price .• 

Yllt"" Log of the (1947-49) index of the August through December 

average price of Noo 3 yellow corn at Chicago. 

Y 12 t"" Log of the ( 1947=49) index of the yearly average price of all 

'll!J'eights and grades of beef steers sold out first hatnd for slaugh,ter at 

Chicago. 

th Y13t§ Log of the (1947=49) index of the Augu~t 15 price of alfalfa 

h&y for eight corn belt states. 

Y - y = y 
14t- 3t 2t • 

Y 15,,,. Log of the ( 194 7=49) index of the yeairly .aiverage price of all 

gr$des and weights of feeder sheep at Omaha. 

z1t§ TimeJ Linear, Decimal. 

Zit~ Time, Linear$ in Logs. 

z2t"" Log of the (1947=49) index of the October 1 estimate of produc= 

tion plus stocks of corn for thirteen or eight states depending on the 

specification of the Ylt v~riable. 

z,t"" Log of the (1947-49) index of the September 1 estimate of produc= 

tion of alfalfa hay for thirteen states or eight /States depending on the 

. specification of the Y variable. 
lt 

z4t"" Log of the (1947=49) index of the number of calves less than one 

ye@r old on fairms Janu~ry 1 and the number of steers greatter than one year 

old on farms Januairy li for eleven western stateso 

Z~t"" S$me a~ z4 t except it relates to fourteen western states. 

z5t"" Log of th® (1947=49) index of the July through September average 

condition of the ranges in the Western Stateso 
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z6t""' Y2( t=l) 

z7t"" Log of the (1947=49) index of the Octo'bier 1 ®stimate of praduc= 

tion plus stocks of corn on h1rms in the United Staiteso 

z8t"' Log of the (1947=49) index of the number of beef animails on 

f~tms January 1$ in the United Stateso 

z8t'" Log of the (1947=49) index of the number of beef cows on farms 

J~nuary 19 in thirteen or ~ight st'ates depending on the specification of 

the variable Ylto 

z8t"" Log of the (1947=49) index of the number of beef animals on farms 

January l» in thirte®n or eight st~tes depending on the specification of 

the variable Ylte 

z9t"" Log of the (1947=49) index of the yearly totail personal dis= 

posable income for the United Stateso 

Zlot"" Log of the, (1947=49) index of the yearly population of the 

United St~tes( including members of the armed force$}. 

z11 t~ Log of the (1947=49) index of the total number of sows and 

gilts greater than six months old on farm January lf in the United States. 

z12t~ Log of the (1947=49) index of the number of cattle on feed in 

the range states January 11 not including those states used as reflectors 

of demand. 

z14t""' Log @f the (1947=49) index of the September l estimate of pro= 

duction of all h~y, in fourteen range st~te®Q 

z15t""' zo = z • 4t 12t 

z16t""' The (1947=49) index of the estimated pa~t profits of the cattle 

feeders in the corn belt tSitates. Thi$ profit isl the difference between 

co~t of input$ and revenue received from outputs. It does not include 



Bo Description of data relating to the spatial models 

x11~ Number of calve$ and steers on farms J®nuary 1, time period t, 

minus the number of calves amd steers on feed January 1, time t, (when 

data were not available the number of calves and steers was postulated to 

be 80 percent of the num.ber of cattle of feed Janu.!Rry 1, time t) 0 

I 

Xii'a 83 percent of the number of cows on farms January 1, time t,. plus 

the number of steers ®n feed January 1, time t, minus the number of calves 

and steers on bed J&llnu.mry 1, time t, ( if data were not available the num= 

be:r of calves and steer$ on feed January 1 was computed as described in x11 ). 

x1i§ Smue as Xii except 81 percent was used instead of 83 percent of 

the cows as reflectors of the number of calves born in each stateo 

x2 i§ The number of heifers on £,arms January 1, time ( t + 1) minus the 

number of heifers on feed January 11 time (t + l)i was used to reflect the 

number of heifers kept for replacement for time t. 

X .m The numb®r of cattle fed annually for time to 31 
x3im The number of cattle on feed January 1 tillme (t + l)o This var= 

iable was used as an indicS1tor of x31 when data were not available. 

x4i§ The imports of feeder cattle during the year t. 

x5i§ The number of steers on farms January 1, time (t + 1) minus the 

number of steers on feed January 1, time (t + 1), (when data were net avail= 

able~ 6o percent of the total number of cattle on feed January 1, time (t + 1) 

W8$ used as an indicat(!)r of the number of steers on feed January 1, time 



APPENDIX B 

SOURCE OF DATA DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX A 

A. Source of DJata for Sector Models 

Y1ti "Livestock Market News Statistics and Rehited Data," Livestock 

Division, AMS, USDA, Statistical Bulletins, CS=24, 194~ pages 1 and 25, 

cs-38, 194&, pages 6 and 21, Noo 118, 195~ pages 6 and 13 and No. 209, 19561 

.•. 
pages 8 and 18. 

Y2 t; 11Livestock and Meat ~ituation,j)" Livestock Division)) AMS, USDA, 

various issues published February, 1946, page 32, March, 1957, page 28 and 

y 9 • 
2t 9 

Same source as y • 
2t 

yu • 
2t~ Same source <ll.\S Y2t 0 

y 
,ti Sme- source .a\$ Y2t 0 

Y' • ,t~ S.ame st0urce as y2t· 

Y 4 t; 11Price of Hogs a1d Hog Praducts, n AMS, USJDAp Statistical Bulle

tin No. 2059 March 1957, page 7o 

Y ~ t; Same source as Y 4_t. 

Y4ti SOOllle source as Y4~. 

Y lltg ''Gr&!l.in and Feed Statistics Through 19569 " Agricultural Econ

omics Division» Almp 1!JS1B>A9 Statistical Bulletin No. 159, page :,Bi and a 

supplement to St1&thtical Bulletin Noo 159.i> 19581 p1&ge 18. 

Y12t~ Sam.~ ~ource as YltP Stattstic~l Bulletin Noo 2089 1956, page 38. 

Y13ti "Croplll ~nd Markets»" AMS» USDA» iHues published from 1930 to 
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1957 were used to obtain this serieso 

Y14t; See Y3t and Y2 to 

Y15t; Same source as Y2t, March, 19491 March, 1956, page 31 and March, 

19581 page 28. 

z1t; No source of publication. 

Zit» Ne~ source of publication. 

' z2t; Same source as Yl;t• 

Same source as Y o 
1;t 

"Livestock and Poultry Inventory9 Jam:1ary 11 '' Crop Reporting 

abo ''Livestock and Poultry 'on Farms and Ranchesll January 1, '' published 
.. ,.,., 

by the same source, February, 1957» and February, 1958. 

zs • 
4t 9 Sae source .ai.s Z4e 

z5t' Sme .. S(l)u.rce SI.$ yllt' page 89. 

z6t; See Y2t. 

z7t; Same source as Yllt' pages 1 and 25 and pages 5 and 11 in the 

supplement. 

Zatt Same source as z4t.• 

z8t; Same source as z4t. 

Zatt Same source as z4t~ 

z9t; ''Personal Income by States.I'" Office of Business Economics, United 

State Dep.ai.rtment of Col!llllWrce9 a supplement to the 0 Surviey of Current Bus= 

iness, psge 146; iiho ''The: Survey of Current Budness," published by the 

s.mue source, June 1958, page lo 

z10t; Same $ource a$ z9ti page 144 in the "P~rsonal Income by States"9 

and p~ge 11 in the 11Survey of Current Business" .. 

z11ti Same iource as z4 t4 

zl2tt s~ source as ylto 



z14ti Same source as Yl;to 

z15t~ See Z4,i:; and z120 

z16t; "The Livestock and Meat Situation.9 n August, 1957., Table 4, 

page 11, was used as a guide for computing this variableo 

Bo Source of Datai for Spatial Models 
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,. 

XU i Same source as Y lt.11· Statistical Bulletins No. 209., 1956, page S, 

and ttNumber of Cattle on Feed by· Classes," Crop Reporting Board, AMS, USDA, 

' 
AMS=l479 1956 and 1958 $Upplement to this bulletino 

'. Xii£ Same source as Z~t' St~tistical Bulletin Noo 117 and aiupplement 

published February9 l957t also same source as x1io 

x1i; Same source as Xlt' Statistical Bulletin Noo 127, 1952.9 page 6, 

and ,sme siource as z4 t.!l Statistical ,Bulletin Noo 117 o 

x~ui Same source as Xho 
: x3ii Same source as .xli o 

xv • 
3ig Same source as XU o 

: x4ii Same s~urce as Ylt' Statistical Bulletin No. 209.9 1956, page 180 

x,1~ Same s©>urce a1 Xito 



APPENDIX C 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS Of EQUAT1IONS RELATING 'l:O THE SECTOR MODEL 

I. Equations Postulated to Reflect the Firm DE!Unand for Feeder Cattle 
for Thirteen States 

A. Just Identified Estinmtes 

The neceHary condition th.at a just identified· rebitionship exist h 

that the number of exogenous variables appe®ring in the system9 not in the 

equa.tfon to be estimated., be one less than the number of endogenous var-

ia.bles appearing in the structural equation to be estimatedo The equa= 

tions will be presented and the exogenous variables considered that appear= 

ed in the system but not in the equation will be listed., 
0 

1. Y1 .,. =oll44Y2 = .0054Y3 = o0502Y4 + .0486z1 + o3731Z2 + .,1974:z.3 (C.l) 

Y3t and Y4t were considered as exogenous variables and z4t was the 

exogenous variable considered thait did not appear in the equation~ but did 

appear in the system .. 
.. 

2. Y1 ""' =.314:;Y2 + .2651Y4 + o0528z1 + o4844Z2 + .l632z3 (c .. 2) 

The. exogenous variables outside the structural equation are z4t and z9t • 
.. .. 

3• Y1 ""' .2682Y2 =l.2415Y + .1864Y + .Ol65z1 + .4886z + o3015Z (c.3) 
3 4 2 3 

z4t, z9t and z11t were the variables considered outside the structural 

equationo 
• 

4o Y1 = .4879Y2 = .6377Y3 = o5782Y4 + o02:;8Z1 + o2029Z2 + .3199z3 (C.4) 

z4 t 9 z8t and z10t were the variables consider~d outside the structur= 

al equation. 
G 

5• Y1 ""' =.78l3Y2 +•9955Y.J + o3282Y4 + .0819z1 + o48o~z2 + .0523z:; (c.5) 

Th~ exogenous v~riables not considered are z4t 9 z8t and z9to 
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0 

60 Y1 • =.~16']Y2 = o050}Y4 + .o487z1 + o}72jZ2 + o1968Z (c.6) 
.. ··· ·. ; 

Y4 was consid~red as exogenous and z4 t wa~ 'th~ variable considered 

outsid~ the structural equation. 
0 

7. yl = -.1482Y2 + 00494~1 + o3907Z2 + oljl5Z; 
. ' 

z4twas the variable considered outside the structural equation. 

Bo Single Equation Estimates 

lo Y1 = -o0031Y2 + o4329Yrn .;. ·.0827Y4 - ol884Y5 + .l728Zi ~ .0836z16 
( .326) (.433) ( .170) ( 0122) ( .053) ( .063) .. 

+ 106725 (c.8) 
. 2 . 
R m .756 

· For this particular equation ·all price variables were deflated by 

the Consumer Price Index as pt1:blished by the Bureau of Labor Statistics • 
• 

2o Y = - o0524Y = .0978Y 12 - o 0590Y 4 + o0423Z1 + o3576Z2 + .2528z3 
l ,:. ( 0150)2 ( .207) ( .087) ( "017) (.075) . ( .086) 

+ 1.0444 (c.9) 
2 

R • .941 
• 

3o Y ==~0556Y = oljlOY .... o00~9Y4 + o016oz1 + .309oz2 + "l851z3 + .,2719zg 
1 (.16o)2 (.201) 12 (.092) (.023) (.079) (.093) (.173) 

+ 05720 (c.10) 

0 

4o Y1 = -.1037Y2 = o062@Y4 + ci©476z1 + o3752Z2 + .. 1985z3 + 1..0407 (Coll) 
( .. 087) ( 0072) ( 0016) ( .072) ( 0077) 

2 
R = .. 9~ 

0 

5o Y1m =ol059Y2 - o0525Y4 + o04~6z1 + .:5685z2 + .1965z; + 100455 (Col2) 
( .088) ( .,088) ( oOl~) ( .075) ( .078) 

2 
R = .,939 

0 

60 Y = = .. 2088Y + .06l}Y 1 = .. 0896Y 4 + o0696z1 + .,372oz2 + o2492Z:5 
1 ( .. 170)2 ( ~Ui7)3 (.,077) ( .. 072) ( .. 1;7) ( .036) 

0 

- .119;za + 102514 (c .. 13) 
(.088) 

7o Y = =ol005Y = o0125Y:5 = o070Tf 9 + o0424Z1 + o2501Z; + 09845 (C.,14) 
l (.115)2 ( .. 14;) ( .. 073)4 (.018) ( .. 072) 

2 . 
R = o!,42 



" 
8. y2"" =o2379Yl + .9:;02Y3 + o087lY4+ o0448Z. - o3017Z2 = o0309Z3 

. (,,352) (.196) (,,147) (0031) 1 (.147) (.048) 

=: .1769 (Co15) 

Equation (C.15) .was equation (4.5) with Y2 chosen as the dependent 

variableo 

c.:, Theil=Basmann Method 
• 

1. Y1 = .0399Y8 + .4883Y12 - .1998Y4 - o0972Y5 + ol513Z1 - .1020Zl6 
( .411) , ( .44b) . ( .065) ( 0210) ( .. 403) ( 0143) 

+ 1.5950 (0.16) 
2 6 s = 0003·· 

Thh equation is similar te,equation (c.8). 

II. Equations Postub1ted to Refl~ct the Demand of Feeder Cattle in Eight 
States 

A. Just Identified Estimates 
• 

(c,.17) 

z4t and z9t were the vsriab.les considered outside the strucutrd 

li!q_uation .. 
0 

2o Y1 "" =.1202Y2 = o0490Y3 = o0654Y4 + .,0547z1 + o3674Z2 + .. ~nooz3 (C.18) 

Y;t and Y4t W®re considered as exogenous variables and z4t was the 

variables considered outdde the- structural equation. 
0 

3 .. Y1 = -,,1825Y2 + .,0561z1 + o3666z2 + .2045Z:; (C .19) 

z4t was the variable c~nsidered outside the structural equation. 

B. Single E~u~tion Estimates 

1. yl"" -.1687Y2 + .0714yu = o0879Y 0 + .0556zl + .. ;693z2 + .226oz~ 
(.099) (.148)3 (.01.7)4 (0032) (.070) (0070).., 

+ lo0159 (Co20) 
2 6 R "" 095 · 

.. 
2. Y1 "" =.2509Y2 + ol289Y3 ~ .0978Y~ = o0761z1 + .3'27z2 + 0225oz, 

(al53) \ (.148) (.,067) (.,032) (.<no) (0070) 
=.0928z8 + 102329 (C.21) 
(.1:31) 
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• 
3., Y1 = =.1259Y2 :.. .0756Y4 + .0548z1 + .372oz8 + .2044z3 + 100816 (c.22) 

( .075) ( .064) . .( .013) ( .069). . ( .@64) . 

2 
R = .,953 

III11 Dem.&md Equations Refl~cted by ~ports fr«1>m July through December into 
Eight Corn Belt States(single equation est~tes) 

I> 

1., Y1 ,.. .2356Y2 = .o8l:,J3 .. .,289~4 + .0915z1 + .,393oz2 + o1716z3 
(.472) (.351) . (.170) (.204) (.313) . (.158) 

+ iil531Z8 + .6854 (c.23) 
2 . ( •734) 

R = 0897 
0 

2. Y1 ... *ol040Y2 + o3470Y3 ~ ~2927Y4 + ol104Z1 + .302oz2 + .1708z 
( .509) . ( 0504) . ( .. 184) ( ,204) (.3ll) . (.157)3 

4 .,0238za + ~9832 . · · (c .24) 
· . ( • 727) . • 

0 

3• Y1 I" =.l558Y2 + .5o83Y; ·= o3190Y4 +, .,08()4z1 + o3544Z2 + .16o6z3 
( .479) I ( .161) (.48o) ( .190) ( .295) ( .149) 

· + .,l425Z8 + .55i7 (C.25) 
· ( .,689). . 

IV. Deund Equations Reflected l:>y Imports from. J'11.1ly to July into Eight 
Corn Belt States (single e1iiiatiop. e~timate$) . . . . . . . 

0 . . . . ' 

1. Y1= =o0312Y2 + o3}16Y3 = .2o48Y4 + "0~57Z1 + .375@z:;i + .,::.H6:;z3 
( .512) ( .506) ( .. 185) ( .295) 1 ( .313) . .( .158) · 

+ .2753.zt f .. ()935 
. ( .;731)8 . 

0 

a. Y1 = '."•55~2Y2 + 1.3:314Y; = "08}8Y4 = ol405z1 + .4}25Z2 + o333,z3 
(.596) (.612). ( .. 188) (.168) (.253) (.128) 

. + A)'7221Z8 + L.9185 ( C ,.27) 
( .637) · . 

V. Equations Postulated as Refle~tors of the Supply of Feeder Cattle. 
(single equ$tion estimates) 

·o 

1., Y l "'" o2236.Y2 = .0276Y3 = .,0625z1 + .922:;z4 + 0687oz5 + o4370Z12 
(.127) ( .. 231) . (0267). (0052) (.219) (0224). 

=202547 (c~a8) 
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0 

2o Y1 .,. ~lo33Y2 = .0352Y3 = o0352Z1 + o3435Zr = 00l67z5 + o7900z12 
( 0140) ( 0142) ( 0243) ' ( .,142) (.189) (.108) 

- .1695 (c.29) 
o R2 .,. .970 

3., Y1 "" .1409Y2 + o0505Y3 = .2868Y 15 + o0726z1 + "0©89z4 + .4211Z14 
(.,309) (.,215) (.255) (.030) (.,291) (.166) 

+ 1.2003 ( C .30) 

0 

4. Y 1 = ol6oOY2 + .,0452Y3 = o2930Y 15 .+ o0704Zl + .,0338Z4: + .. 4l42Zl4 
( .. 289) (.213) (.250) (.028) (.,263) (.,158) 

• + 01563 (c .. 31) 
2 

R .,. 0910 
• 

5 .. Y1 "" ol96oY2 + .. 1947Y; = o3477Y15 + .. 0785z1+ .3653z~ + .6566z5 
( 0338) ( 0250) ( .. 269) ( .. 0;2) ( .257) ( .. 325) 

- .2070 (c.32) 
2 

R "" .. 901 
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF ALTERNATIVE SPATIAL ANALYSES 



11 

19 
4 

• 5 52 s:z ··~ 12 ... 24 
~ 9 ... ... 7 • ., 6 . = 2 

l 
22 

Totals 2 
u1 0 

TABLE VII 

SURPLUS AND DEFICITS, OPTIMUM FLOWS AND ESTIMATED REGIONAL PRICE DIFFERENTIALS FOR 
FEEDER CATTLE IN THE UNITED. STATES, MODEL III (1956) 

· (shipments in thousands) 

Orig;Ln1 

12 20 14 8 11 21 10 22 16 13 23 18 Def;Lci 

212 
2;o 

741 452 59 
120 

13 32 
156 302 

38 1,372 380 79 
18 

105 
17 lo8 l6o 

24 
~5 lo8 l 6· 8 

1 . 02 41 4 2 l 4 l 4 4 201 108 '2_ ___ l__~ _ _l_5g_ _1__,5-29_ -

-.44 __ -.22 -_._13____-,.5 __ -_._36 -.56 -.87 -.72 -.o 

Total Shipmentsg 5j846,-ooo head 

Total Costi $26j585J986,oo 

Totals 

212 
230 

1,304 
120 
45 

458 
1,869 

18 
105 
285 
24 

1 1 6 
_5~84 

V. 

.56 

.56 

.53 

.56 

.48 

.24 

.39 
-.11 
-.16 

.56 

.05 

.56 

0) 
O'\ 



19 
4 
5 

12 .. 24 = 0 9 .... .... 
1 "' = 20 .... .... 14 .. 

Ill 6 A 
2 
1 
; 

Surplus 

Totals 

ui 

TABLE VIII 

SURPLUS ANJI) DEFICITSj OPTIMUM FLOWS AJ:ID ESTIMATED REGIONAL PRICE DIFFERENTIALS FOR 
FEEDER CATTLE IN THE UNITED STATES 9 MODEL IV (1956) 

(shipments in thousands) 

-
Origins Totals 11 1, 20 14 8 17 21 10 25 16 22 1~ 2~ 18 

212 212 
23() 2;o 

498 766 40 1,304 
1 118 119 

45 45 
. 458 4,58 

33 43() 1,407 1,870 
140 1'0 

21 313 
66 

249 643 
66 

2; 2; 
147 147 

440 234 35 141 76 250 1,176 
,363 149 532 

21 174 621 4;<) 498 766 2,645 655 272 ,381 35 141 76 250 6,965 

0 -.57 -.44 -.15 -.25 -.,38 -.58 -.58 -.;4 . -.15 -.11 .29 -.24 -.09 

Total Shipmentsi 69 433,000 head 

Total Costi $42j2219 592o00 

v1 

.76 

.63 

.51 

.64 

.34 

.09 

.37 
-.12 

.47 

.18 

.22 

.44 
1.07 
-.58 

OJ 
-..,] 



19 
4 ... 5 c:: 12 0 .... 24 ... 

. :! 9 .... 
7 ... • 2 II 

l!:i 1 
22 
3 

Totals 

ui 

TABLE IX 

SURPLUS AND DEFICITS, OPTIMUM FLOWS AND ESTIMATED REGIONAL PRICE DIFFERENTIALS FOR 
FEEDER CATTLE IN THE UNITED STATES, MODEL III/1951) 

(shipments in thQusandsJ 

Origins 
ll l"i 20 14 8 17 21 10 6 2"i 16 l'\ 2'\ 18 Deficit Totals 

78 78 
87 11 50 148 

249 415 98 762 
61 67 

9 2g 31 
. 100 1}2 2~ 

102 985 20 57 1,352 
122 1,220 

23 23 
5 5 
5 i35 35 27 61 812 1,075 

249 109 1~ 102 415 185 996 230 10 179 158 35 27 . 61 1,001 3,889 

0 -.42 -.27 -.ll -.23 -.36 -.54 -.85 -.68 -.70 -.55 -.ll -.64 -.49 .67 
I 

· Total Shipmeri.tsi 3,889,000 head 

Total Costg $17,563,776.00 

V1 

~67 
.67 
.53 
.67 
.50 
~26 
.41 

-.14 
.04 

-.03 
.67 

()) 
co 



19 
4 
5 

12 
"' 24 1:1 
0 9 .... ... 

7 ~ .... 20 ... 14 .. 
GI 8 A 

6 
2 
; 

Totals 

ui 

TABLE X 

SURPLUS AND DEFICITS 9 OPTIMUM FLOWS AND ESTIMATED REGIONAL PRICE DIFFERENTIALS FOR 
FEEDER .CATTLE IN THE UNITED STATES, MODEL IV (1951) 

(shipments in thousands) 

Origins 
11 l'i 20 14 17 21 10 2'i 16 l 22 B 2'5 18 Totals 

56 22 78' 
148 148 

;:;4 428 762 
61. 61 
:;1 ;1 

2;2 2;2 
449 90:; 1,;52 

62 86 168 
94 446 l 150 691 
~ 9 9 

18 18 
107 107 

301 }45 106 40 130 21 1;2 1 1,075 

94 62 ;Bo 449 }4:; 1,947 406 257 :345 106 40 1:;o 21 1;2 4,7}2 

0 -.22 -.45 -.15. -.;a -.58 -.61 - .:;4. -.18 .12 -.14 .26 -.27 -.i2 

Total Shipments: 4.P732,000 head 

Total Cost: $31,567,543,00 

vi 

.76 

.6; 

.51 

.6:; 

.:;; 

.oB 

.;7 

.2; 

.47 
-.01 

.15 

.22 
1.04 

CP 
\0 
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